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We have no desire to enter into a fruitless discussion of the
relative merits of the various makes and designs of sugar
house machinery which has occupied so much space in recent
numbers of our exchanges. So far as the Hawaiian sugar
planters and manufacturers are concerned, the question ad-
mits of no discussion. The modern designs of sugar house
machinery which long ago supplanted the British styles in the
mills of these Islands, are entirely of American construction
and design.
The Hawaiian planters, we believe, get as good results from
their mills as are obtained in any other sugar growing country.
The extensive plants existing on nearly all of our plantations
.are the reSJult of the increase of sugar production in these
Islands during the past twenty years, and the high standard of
centralization, which demands the very best of machinery with
the greatest capacity.
On very many of the plantations, in fact on all of the larger
plantations, nine roller mills of American construction are in
nse. The grinding season lasts from three to eight months,
depending upon the output of the individual plantation, and
when a supply of labor warrants, the mills' are run night and
day.
There is at the Oahu Plantation a twelve-roller mill, which
we believe to be the only one in existence. This mill was
designed and constructed by the Honolulu Iron Works and,
upon the showing made by the mill for the season of 1903,
the Hawaiian Sugar Company of the Island of Kauai have
given an order to the same company for the construction of a
similar mill at their plantation at Makaweli. This latter mill
will snpplant the only remaining diffusion plant in operation
on Die Hawaiian plantations.
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PRODUCED.
3fi.nO-!,552i IllS. Xo. 1 Rug-ar !)!)i{ of 86.m~0 Polarization
2fi9.500 Ibs. No. 2 Rug-ar 00.72;i of 94.83° Polarization
20n,490 Ibs. Estimate in )Iil1 of 96.00°.
LOSSES.
Glucose.
0.597
0.525
0.554
1.590
Per 100 Su-
crose in Cane.
8.0S
O.50S
3.n50
2.612
Purity.
91.04
89.43
90.74
90.32
88.21
65.32
38.HZ
33.17
Lhs. RU(,l'ose.
:~.410.filn
2:{9.987
1.52l.liZf>
l.l2n.9Tfi
Brix.
18.04
15.94
16.23
57.Z7 .
9.42
80.47
S4.0fi
84.95
12.05
10.H:~
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The Manager of Oahu Plantation, in speaking of his twelve-
l'oller mill, says the same has proven a success, and that with
very slight dilution, a remarkably high extraction has been
attained..
Exact figures, however, owing to inclement weather since
grinding at that mill, are not given.
Olaa Sugar Company has a nine-roller mill, com:otructed by
the Honolulu Iron Works, which is a typical modern mill in
use upon many Hawaiian plantations. The output of this
plantation is about twenty thousand short tons of sugar.
Extracts from the mill report for the season of 1902-1903 may
not be out of place:
lIIILL REPORT-SEASON OF 1902-03, OLAA SUGAR CO.
Extraction-91.92 total sugar; 79.58 cane; 12.898 per 100 cane.
Bagasse-4.91 total sugar; 22.847 cane; 1.132 sugar per 100;
45.87 moisture.
Press Cake-7.G3 total sugar; .0796 cane; 0.568 sugar per 100.
Polari-
zation.
16.42
14.26
14.73
'51.63
8.4l
52.33
;t~.72
28.30
Per 100 ("ane.
In Bagassp 1.1:~2
In l'1't'SS <'ake O.OTn
In l\IolassC's O.52i4
Unddel'lIlin('d O.:Hf>
2.140 6.3Q2,204 14.910
Hours (J·rinding 3,1431-3
Days Grinding (of 2:~ hours) 13G.fi5
Tons of Cane Ground 150.n44.50·1
']'ons of Cane Ground IH')' Day. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,102.4
Tons of Cane Grollnd pel' Rour 47.93
1st mill juice .
Mixed .
Clarified .
Syrup : ..
Press juice .
1st molasses .
2nd molasses .
'Vaste molasses .
Dilution .
Fibre in eane .
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153,442
843
1n,76S
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Extraction by Mill-05.fi5 rj. of total sucrose ill cane.
Hours grinding, aetual time. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 4,135
Days grinding', induding the total number of
days steam in mill .
Tons of cane ground .
Tons of cane ground fll'r day .
Tons of sugar manufaetured f'I'OP of. Hl03 .. , .
'rons of sugar manufadured ineluding product of
molasses sugars, crop of 100l and 1002. . . . . . . . .. 10,800
Tons of sugar man ufadured per day, inel uding
total number of days stparn in mill .
Aug. 1904.]
Tons of cam' lwr ton of sugar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.7H
'l'his plantation produf'pS about tw('nty thousand shOl't tons
of sugar per annum.
\Ye ventm'p to say that thprp an' few plantations whif'h can
show a lwtter I'l'('onl 1111a n 1'hp fa dol',\' at I'llunPIIP, ~\Ta u i.
\Ye are indebtp(l to ::\11'..J. X. R. \Yilliallls. ~r. 1. ::\lpl'1l. R,
who is Chid Engineel' and ::\liJI Rupp]'intpndpnj' of tllp Ha-
waiian ('olllnIl'ITial & RUi!:ar ('olllpan,\', fOI' his )lan1])1I1p1' on
"Rpf'ent P]'adi('(' in thp ])psig'n, Construdion and (ljll'l'a tion
of Haw Cal\(' Rugal' Fadm'ips in thp Hawaiian Islands," which
contains extf'rph,a lIlinut'l's of )lro(·('p(lings of tIll' IllPpting of
111l' "Institutp of ::\!pehani('a1 Enginl'l'l's," in London, ])p('PlIllwr
10, l002. Mr. \Yillianu,' arti('\p is a dps('ri)ltion of thp m:llIu·
faetm'(' of sU~:lr at tlll' mill of thl' Hawaiian COlllnwl'('ial &,
~\lgal' Company, whi('h planlation has an anBual output of
OY('1' thirty thousand Ions of sugal'. This mill was e]'('('I('d hy
th(' Honoiulu In)Jl "·ol'ks, and if.; d(,f.;ip:lH'(l to grind a maxi-
mUlll of :1,nOO tons of ('all<' lll'l' day of rW('nty-foul' IlOm'~.
'rons of Sugar Produced .... , ., .. , ..... , .. , .... 18,587.0875
Average Polal'ization Shipped .. 96.610 on 18,537.1825 Tons
Average Polarization Sold ..... 97.15 0 on 18,390.7725 "
Actual Loss in Weight........ .764% on 141.41 "
Actual Gain by Polarization. . .. .5588% on 103.557 "
Actual Loss Over All , .2052% on 37.853 "
Tons of Sugar Produced per Day , 136.01
Sugar per 100 Cane 12.33
Tons Cane per Ton Sugar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.1~
Pounds Sugar per T{)n Cane 246.76;
Average Tons Pressure on 1st Mill , 388.0
Average 'rons IlresSUl'e on 2nd Mill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 407.5
.Avera~e 'rons Pressure on 3rd Mill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41n.5.
Barrels Lime used in Manufacture , 716.5.
Pounds of Lime pel' Ton Sugar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.7:
The mill report of the \Yaialua. Agricultural Company is
also interesting:
MILL REPORT-CROP 01" HlO3, WAIALUA AG. CO.
"crwp REPOlrr.
18.12 per cent
Pure sugar in cane ground ..... 100.00 per cent
Note.-The reason that tIle net results of manufactnre for
ihe whole crop are not as good as those for the first three
months of grinding, as previonsly detailed, is because dming
ihe latter part of the crop the cane was deteriorating very
per cent
per cent
per cent
per cent
8.37
1.58
6.90
1.27
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"Crop 1902. Puunene nfills, H. C. & S Co.
"Maui, Hawaiian Islands.
"Crop commenced 10 a. m., ,January 29, 1902.
Crop finished, 9 :55 p. m., November 29, 1902.
Total cane ground, 194,754 ton:;:
Total commercial sugar made from this cane, 25,11.7 tons.
Cane per ton sugar, 7.75 tons.
Total time of grinding, 4,:n2} hour~.
Cane ground per hour, 45.16 tons.
Juice (dilute) per 2,000 lbs. C,llll\ 1,830 lbs.
Dilute juiee, 17.64 per cent. 'brix. equals total soluble solids.
Dilute juice, 15.26 per cent. polarization.
Dilute juice, 86.5 quotient of purity.
Dilution, 15.08 gallons per 100 gallons of original juice.
Fibre in cane, 11.33 ner cent.
"Waste molasses, 89.46 per cent. brix.
ViTaste molasses, 35.28 per cent. polarization.
Vi'aste molasses, 39.42 quotient of purity.
Avprage polar'ization, "A" sugar, 96.97 per .cent.
Average polarization, "B" sugm', 95.06 per cent.
General avemge, "A" and "E" sugar, 96.75 per cent.
IJosses in manufacture:
In crushing and extraction .....
Between mills and vacuum pans.
In waste molasses .
Not specially accounted for .
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The machinery and apparatus consists of three sets of crush·
ing plant mills, each of capacity to grind 1200 tons of cane
per t~enty-fourhours; twenty boilers with individual furnaces
and fuel feeders; two sets of conveyors and carriers for elevat·
ing and distributing the cane refuse to the furnaces; clarifica-
tion and fiItl'ation plants; two Lillie quadruple effect evapom-
tors; six vacuum pans, each capable of making 100 tons of dry
sugar per day; 30 crystallizing tanks; 20 centrifugal machines
.and incidental and appurtenant apparatus.
Mr. ""\Villiams' article deals with the season of 1902. Owing
io a scarcity of labor, and a comparative short crop--22,000
ions of sugar-it was decided to operate only one milling
plant. The mill report for the crop of 1902 as published by
Mr. Williams is as follows:
CALCULATIONS USED IN CANE SUGAR FACTORIES.
rapidly, and ,quick milling could not be resorted to, as the bulk
of the labourers on the plantation were engaged in planting
for the crop of 1904, which contingency was brought about by
the crop exceeding the estimates at tho: commencement of the
grinding by over 3,000 tons of sugar."
The discussion following upon the reading of Mr. Williams'
paper are highly interesting and show that the British manu-
facturers do not adequately appreciate what is required in
a mill of a highly centralized plantation.
"Calcl:lations Used in Cane Sugar Factories" by Irving H.
l\forse is the title of a hand book recently published in neat
and convenient form by John Wiley & Sons.
The author states in the preface that "this collection of
tables, formulae and methods of calculation has been made
for the benefit of the sugar chemist of Louisiana and other
countries manufacturing cane-sugar."
The book includes a large number of tables and formulae
including that for available sugar published some years ago
by Prof. ,T. T. Crawley in the Louisiana Planter and while
many of these are not applicable in Hawaiian sugar houses,
and a number in use here are omitted, any Hawaiian sugar
chemist will find it a valuable addition to his working library.
Attention is drawn to the three distinct applications of the
term "extraction" prevailing in Louisiana, Hawaii and Cuba.
These the author designates as "mill," "sucrose" and "sugar
extraction" respectively.
"\ lthoug'h the hook is claimed to be but a compilation of
tables and formulae there arc scattered through the preface
and the body of the work a number of observations so much
to the point that they will bear repetition.
A few of these are:
"A good chemist should be thoroughly familiar with the
practical side of the manufacture in order to more readily see
the information most needed."
"The main object of carrying on the (sugar) business is the
recovery of the greatest amount of sugar at the least cost, and
the chemist should always keep this before him during the
season if he desires to become valuable to his employe)'."
"The object of good sugar-boiling and sugar-drying is to ob-
tain the greatest amount of sugar in one operation."
"It is ,important that alI the products should be analyzed by
the same metbod for thQ entire season."
311THE PLANTERS' 'MONTHLY.Aug. 1n04.]
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RECENT EXPERIMENTS WITH SALINE IRRIGATION.
In the annual report of the Experiment Station for 19°2, con-
siderable space was devoted to results obtained from irrigating
sugar cane with water containing 200 grains of salt per gallon.
The investigations discussed at that time comprised small lysi-
meter experiments and dealt with the solvent action exerted on
the soil dements by saline water, and the toxic effect of various
salts on the growth of cane.
It was found that when occasional excessive irrigations were
applied to cane growing in tubs, (constructed so as to allow of
free drainage), the use of irrigation water of high salt content
only checked in small measure the growth of the cane. It was
also shown that large quantities of lime were liberated from the
lysimeter soils through displacement by the sodium in the irriga-
tion water, and it was indicated that the lime chloride so formed
had a smaller toxic effect on the cane than a like amount of sodi-
um chloride in the soil water· The data contained in this report
are the results of investigations pursued in the field, where the
information gained from the lysimeter tests was applied on a
larger scale for confirmation of results.
Nine plats, each 1500 sq. feet in area, were laid off in the
Experiment Station fieId, planted with Lahaina cane, and treated
as follows:
Plat No. I-Fresh water was applied in irrigation. Fer-
tilization was at the rate of 100 Ibs. of Nitrogen (1-3 organic, 1-3
from nitrate of soda, 1-3 .frnm sulphate of ammonia) ; 200 Ibs.
of potash as sulphate of potash; and 50 Ibs. of phosphoric acid
as double superphosphate per acre.
Plat NO.2-Irrigation was the same in quantity as in Plat
No. I but contained 200 grains of salt per gallon. Two tons
of lime in the form of ground coral were added to the plat after
the cane was a foot high and partially incorporated with a super-
ficiallayer of the soil. Mixed fertilizer applied as in Plat No. I.
Plat NO.3-Irrigation and mixed fertilizer applied as in Plat
NO.2. Instead of ground coral. 2 tons of lime in the form of
gypsum were mixed with the soil.
Plat NO.4-Irrigation and mixed fertilizer, the same as in
Plat No. 2. No lime added.
Plat NO.5-Same irrigation as in Plat NO.2. Mixed fertilizer
at the rate of 100 Ibs. nitrogen as nitrate of socia; 200 Ibs.
potash as sulphate of potash: and 50 Ibs. phosphoric acid as
double superphosphate per acre.
Plat No.6-Same irrigation as in Plat NO.2. Mixed fertilizer
at the rate of 100 Ibs. nitrogen as sulphate of ammonia; 200 Ibs.
Plats Nos. I to 7 inclusive received the same volume of irriga-
tion water, 2 inches being the maximum amount applied at one
time. Plats Nos. 8 and 9 received ordinarily the same irrigation
as the other plats, but for every eighth watering this was in-
creased to :; inches. The dates on which Plats 8 and 9 received
a 5-inch irrigation were: August 6th, and October 2nd, 1902,
and January 20th, April 21st, June 17th, August 5, and October
21st, 1903.
_1If
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Irrigation
Plats 8 & 9
2.0
5·0
8.0
4.0
9·0
2.0
1.0
6.0
1.0
5·0
7·0
4·5
11.0
8.0
II.O
8.0
8.0
5·0
-
8r.o
Irrigation
Plats 1-7.
2.0
5.0
4·0
4·0
5·0
2.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
5·0
3.0
d·5
7·5
8.0
8.0
8.0
6.0
5·0
go.08
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IRRIGATION OF SALT WATER EXPERIMENTS.
(INCHES.)
. --
Month. Rainfall.
June, Ig02 · •• ···•·· .g6
July. 2.21
August . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-46
September . 2.1g
October . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.25
November . 8·35
December . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.12
January, 1903 ......................•... 3.28
February . 4.32
lVlarch . .68
April . 2.11
lVlay . 2.05
June . .83
July. 1.67
August . 2.20
September . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.gB
October . 1.75
November '.. .. 2.24
December . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.30
Januarv. Ig04 . 4·88
February . 24. 10
lVlarch . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.04
April . 2.II
potash as sulphate of potash; and So lbs. phosphoric acid as
double superphosphate per acre.
Plat No. ?-Same irrigation as in Plat NO.2. Mixed fertilizer
at the rate of 100 lbs. nitrogen as dried blood; 200 lbs. potash as
sulphate of potash; and So lbs. phosphoric acid as double super-
phospha1:e per acre.
Plat No.8-Irrigated with fresh water, a heavy irrigation being
applied every eighth watering. Mixed fertilizer applied at the
rate of 100 lbs. nitrogen as sulphate of ammonia; 200 lbs. potash
as sulphate of po1:ash; and So lbs. phosphoric acid as double super-
phosphate per acre.
Plat NO.9-Irrigated with same quantities of water as Plat
No.8, water containing 200 grains salt per gallon. Fertilization
the same as in Plat No.8.
Aug. 1904.]
n, ~
QUALITY OF JUICE.
Salt pc,' Form of B"ix Sucrosc Glucose Purity Gnm, CIllorine. Salt per
Plat Gal. of IVa- Lime of of of of of per Gal Gal.. of
ter irrigation "tdded Juice Juice Juice Juice Juice of Ju icc Juice
None No lime 20.28 18·90 .312 93·20 ·43 9·8 16.17
2 200 grains G. coral 16·46 14·40 .264 87·So ·S3 93. 1 IS3· 63
3 200 grains Gypsum 16.56 14·50 .271 87.60 .56 . 84·94 140. 17
4 200 rr'tins No lime 15·89 13.80 .280 86.8 ·50 I05·24 173·67
CANE AND SUGAR PER ACRE.
"
i,
':
'i
"
,
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Plat Fon" oj Nitrngen in Salt in Irri.oation Cane Per Sllero.<C in Slll/ar Per
Jfixerl Perti!,:er GrH Pcr Gal Acre Lbs C(/C~~lrCl' Acre Lbs
4 3 forms of Nitrogen 200 grs. 30,085 12.35 3.715
S Nitrate of Soda 200" 3S.5I5 13.1S 4,670
6 Sulphate of Ammonia 200" 31,2r8 13.13 4,161
7 Blood 200" 57,963 13·6 7,882
The largest production of sugar was obtained where the entire
amount of nitrogen was applied in the form of dried blood. While'
a small gain was to be expected, owing to the salt water havino-
but little effec~ on nitrification, (s~e report for 1902. page 6r) fro~
t!1e use o.f .dned blood for Lahama cane under Experiment Sta-
tton C~n(htlOns,we were surprise(~ at the large difference in yields.
The yields. of sugar from Lahama cane harvested at the same
time, and which received the same fertilization, but to which
fresh water was. applied in irrigation were as follows:
QUALITY OF JUICE.
Form nf Nitrogen Salt in Brix Suc Glue Purity GU11l8 Chlor(nc Salt oj
Plat in Jfixcd Fa- Ir1'i!lalion or oj oj oj of 0,( Jmcc JUICe
tili:a Gr" pcrGallon Jult~e Juice Jltlee Juice Juice ('~8. Per Grs PerGallon Gallon
4 3 forms of Nit. 200 g~,s. IS.89 13.80 .280 86.8 ·So I05·24 173-67
5 Nit. of Soda 200 16.86 14·70 .286 87·2 ·53 66.04 r08·98
6 Std. of Am. 200 " 16.80 14·90 .297 88.7 .62 67.67 III.62
7 Blood 200 " 16.96 15.2 .328 89.6 .63 86.ro 142·08
CANE AND SUGAR PER ACRE.
. The mos~ striking ~oint in. regard to these results is the great
difference m sugar yields displayed between the plat receiving
fre~h water and the plats receiving irrigation containing 200
grams of salt per gaHon. The difference in the amounts of suo-ar
pr.odt:ced, approxima!ed I I tons, and this was caused by the ~p­
phcatlOn .of no salt m the one instance and practically 31 tons
per acre m the other.
. The juice of the cane receiving saline irrigation was character-
lzed by lower density, less sucrose and glucose, a lower purity,
al:d. a much larger content of salt, than the juice of the cane re-
ce1Vmg fresh water. Where lime in the form of ground coral
and gypsum was applied a better showing was made in regard
to d~nslty, sucrose, glucose, purity, and salt content, than where
no hme was added. The percentage of gain in the former in-
stance was a trifle higher than in the latter.
T~e gain in the sugar of the cane where ground coral was
applted :vas 46.6 per cent, and with gypsum 46.9 per cent, com-
pared With the plat that was not limed. The difference in the
amounts o~ available st:gar woul.d be somewhat higher than these
figu~es. owmg to the difference 111 the purity and salt content of
the Jt1lces.
. !he influence of the form of nitrogen, applied in mi~ed fer-
tlltzers, on the yield of sugar in salt water plats may be seen
from the following figures:
.~
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Percent-
Salt per {;al. Form of Lime SneroU in Sugar Pa
aoe Gain
Cane per Throngh
Plat of lI'al<r Adile,l Acre, Lbs Cane Per Aere,Lbs Use ofCent Li11le.
I NOlle No lime ISI.675 16.91 25,648
2 200 grains Ground Coral 42,3II 12.88 5,449 46. 6
3 200 grains Gypsum 42,108 12·97 50461 46·9
4 200 grains No lime 30,08S 12·35 3,715
314
The volume of rainfall and irrigation received, together with
amounts of salt applied per acre are next given:
Rainfall Irrigation Salt per Salt Applied
Plat. Gallons. Gallons. Gal. Grains. per Acre. Lbs.
I 2,446,032 2,199,474
2-7 2,446,032 2,199,474 200 62,842
8 2,446,032 2,864,747
9 2,446,032 2,864,747 200 8I,8so
Plats Nos. I to 4 constitute the lime tests. It i~ to be regretted
that limited field space would not permit the carrying out of
experiments in which fresh water and gypsum, and fresh water
and ground coral were applied for <;:omparison of results, so
obtained, with results from Plats Nos. 2 and 3 receiving ground
coral and gypsum respectively but irrigated with salt water. We
would then know more exactly the percentage of gain in sugar
yields which could be attribute4 to the ordinary agricultural value
of the lime applications, and also the gain due to the neutraliza-
tion of the salt carried into the land with the irrigation water. It
is quite safe to assume, however, that owing to the nature of the
station soil it would not show any appreciable gain from treat-
ment with gypsum and ground coral where fresh water is used
in irrigation. The lime in this soil is unusually high, showing
by absolute analysis 1.01 per cent, by the agricultural method,
.861 per cent, and by the aspartic acid method, .325 per cent.
The gypsum through its indirect action would liberate consider-
able quantities of potash, which would allow the presence of so
much more available potash in Plat NO.3; the heavy potash fer-
tilization of these plats, 200 lbs. per acre, however, together with
the amount made available by the salt would minimize the effect
of potash liberated by the gypsum This latter 'point is clearly
brought out by the yields of sugar from plats Nos. 2 and 3 which
are almost identical.
The quality of the juice and the quantity of cane and sugar
produced per acre in the first four ex,periments are shown in the
following tables:
QUALITY OF JUICE.
Salt pc,' Form of B"ix Sucrosc Glucose Purity Gnm, CIllorine. Salt per
Plat Gal. of IVa- Lime of of of of of per Gal Gal.. of
ter irrigation "tdded Juice Juice Juice Juice Juice of Ju icc Juice
None No lime 20.28 18·90 .312 93·20 ·43 9·8 16.17
2 200 grains G. coral 16·46 14·40 .264 87·So ·S3 93. 1 IS3· 63
3 200 grains Gypsum 16.56 14·50 .271 87.60 .56 . 84·94 140. 17
4 200 rr'tins No lime 15·89 13.80 .280 86.8 ·50 I05·24 173·67
CANE AND SUGAR PER ACRE.
"
i,
':
'i
"
,
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Plat Fon" oj Nitrngen in Salt in Irri.oation Cane Per Sllero.<C in Slll/ar Per
Jfixerl Perti!,:er GrH Pcr Gal Acre Lbs C(/C~~lrCl' Acre Lbs
4 3 forms of Nitrogen 200 grs. 30,085 12.35 3.715
S Nitrate of Soda 200" 3S.5I5 13.1S 4,670
6 Sulphate of Ammonia 200" 31,2r8 13.13 4,161
7 Blood 200" 57,963 13·6 7,882
The largest production of sugar was obtained where the entire
amount of nitrogen was applied in the form of dried blood. While'
a small gain was to be expected, owing to the salt water havino-
but little effec~ on nitrification, (s~e report for 1902. page 6r) fro~
t!1e use o.f .dned blood for Lahama cane under Experiment Sta-
tton C~n(htlOns,we were surprise(~ at the large difference in yields.
The yields. of sugar from Lahama cane harvested at the same
time, and which received the same fertilization, but to which
fresh water was. applied in irrigation were as follows:
QUALITY OF JUICE.
Form nf Nitrogen Salt in Brix Suc Glue Purity GU11l8 Chlor(nc Salt oj
Plat in Jfixcd Fa- Ir1'i!lalion or oj oj oj of 0,( Jmcc JUICe
tili:a Gr" pcrGallon Jult~e Juice Jltlee Juice Juice ('~8. Per Grs PerGallon Gallon
4 3 forms of Nit. 200 g~,s. IS.89 13.80 .280 86.8 ·So I05·24 173-67
5 Nit. of Soda 200 16.86 14·70 .286 87·2 ·53 66.04 r08·98
6 Std. of Am. 200 " 16.80 14·90 .297 88.7 .62 67.67 III.62
7 Blood 200 " 16.96 15.2 .328 89.6 .63 86.ro 142·08
CANE AND SUGAR PER ACRE.
. The mos~ striking ~oint in. regard to these results is the great
difference m sugar yields displayed between the plat receiving
fre~h water and the plats receiving irrigation containing 200
grams of salt per gaHon. The difference in the amounts of suo-ar
pr.odt:ced, approxima!ed I I tons, and this was caused by the ~p­
phcatlOn .of no salt m the one instance and practically 31 tons
per acre m the other.
. The juice of the cane receiving saline irrigation was character-
lzed by lower density, less sucrose and glucose, a lower purity,
al:d. a much larger content of salt, than the juice of the cane re-
ce1Vmg fresh water. Where lime in the form of ground coral
and gypsum was applied a better showing was made in regard
to d~nslty, sucrose, glucose, purity, and salt content, than where
no hme was added. The percentage of gain in the former in-
stance was a trifle higher than in the latter.
T~e gain in the sugar of the cane where ground coral was
applted :vas 46.6 per cent, and with gypsum 46.9 per cent, com-
pared With the plat that was not limed. The difference in the
amounts o~ available st:gar woul.d be somewhat higher than these
figu~es. owmg to the difference 111 the purity and salt content of
the Jt1lces.
. !he influence of the form of nitrogen, applied in mi~ed fer-
tlltzers, on the yield of sugar in salt water plats may be seen
from the following figures:
.~
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Percent-
Salt per {;al. Form of Lime SneroU in Sugar Pa
aoe Gain
Cane per Throngh
Plat of lI'al<r Adile,l Acre, Lbs Cane Per Aere,Lbs Use ofCent Li11le.
I NOlle No lime ISI.675 16.91 25,648
2 200 grains Ground Coral 42,3II 12.88 5,449 46. 6
3 200 grains Gypsum 42,108 12·97 50461 46·9
4 200 grains No lime 30,08S 12·35 3,715
314
The volume of rainfall and irrigation received, together with
amounts of salt applied per acre are next given:
Rainfall Irrigation Salt per Salt Applied
Plat. Gallons. Gallons. Gal. Grains. per Acre. Lbs.
I 2,446,032 2,199,474
2-7 2,446,032 2,199,474 200 62,842
8 2,446,032 2,864,747
9 2,446,032 2,864,747 200 8I,8so
Plats Nos. I to 4 constitute the lime tests. It i~ to be regretted
that limited field space would not permit the carrying out of
experiments in which fresh water and gypsum, and fresh water
and ground coral were applied for <;:omparison of results, so
obtained, with results from Plats Nos. 2 and 3 receiving ground
coral and gypsum respectively but irrigated with salt water. We
would then know more exactly the percentage of gain in sugar
yields which could be attribute4 to the ordinary agricultural value
of the lime applications, and also the gain due to the neutraliza-
tion of the salt carried into the land with the irrigation water. It
is quite safe to assume, however, that owing to the nature of the
station soil it would not show any appreciable gain from treat-
ment with gypsum and ground coral where fresh water is used
in irrigation. The lime in this soil is unusually high, showing
by absolute analysis 1.01 per cent, by the agricultural method,
.861 per cent, and by the aspartic acid method, .325 per cent.
The gypsum through its indirect action would liberate consider-
able quantities of potash, which would allow the presence of so
much more available potash in Plat NO.3; the heavy potash fer-
tilization of these plats, 200 lbs. per acre, however, together with
the amount made available by the salt would minimize the effect
of potash liberated by the gypsum This latter 'point is clearly
brought out by the yields of sugar from plats Nos. 2 and 3 which
are almost identical.
The quality of the juice and the quantity of cane and sugar
produced per acre in the first four ex,periments are shown in the
following tables:
QUALITY OF JUICE.
Salt in Irri- Bri", Sucrose Gluc Pltl'ity Gums Cillol'ine Salt ofPlat Irrigation gation Pcr of in of of Of of Juice Jlticc(in; Pcr GrB PcrGallon JUicc Jlticc Juice Juicc Juicc Gallon Gal6 Normal 200 grs. 16.80 14·90 .297 88.7 .62 67.67 II I. 628 Excess None 20.02 18·7 .288 93·4 ·54 8.63 14. 249 Excess 200 grs. 16.08 14·0 .272 87.1
·30 109.44 180.6
CANE AND SUGAR PER ACRE.
Salt in Irrigation Cane PCI' Sucrose in Sligar Pcr Per CentPlat Irrigation Cane PCl' Gain overPcr Gallon Acrc Lbs Cent Acre Lbs No.66 Normal 200 grs. 31,218 13·33 4,1618 Excess None 182,gBl 16·73 30,612
9 Excess 200 grs. 62,494 12·53 7,830 88.1
The cane on these plats was grown under the same conditions
except with regard to irrigation. Plat No.6 received a normal
volume of water weekly, while Nos. 8 and 9 received an occasional
. heavy watering (5 inches every 8th irrigation). Plats Nos. 6
and 9 received water containing 200 grains of salt per gallon, and
No.8 received fresh water.
The extra irrigation water applied to Plats Nos. 8 and 9
amounted to 24·5 inches. This quantity when fresh increased the
amount of sugar by 4,964 lbs. or 19.3 per cent; where salt water
was used the gain was 3.669 lbs. of sugar or 88. I per· cent. If a
gain in Plat NO·9 were entirely due to an increased growth re-
sulting from a larger available supply of water in the soil, we
Form of Nitrogen in Mixed Fertilization. Sugar per Acre. Lbs.
Dried Blood " . . . . .. . . . 22,254
Nitrate of Soda :................ 21,262
Sulphate of Ammonia 19,262
The order of yields in the salt water plats was the same as the
above, although the percentage of gain from dried blood was
greater. The more vigorous cane produced by fertilization with
dried blood, withstood the deleterious action of the salt in a more
pronounced manner than the cane in the other plats.
EFFECT OF OCCASIONAL HEAVY IRRIGATION ON YIELDS OF SALT
WATER PLATS.
It was shown in the report for 1902, that when cane was grown
in tubs, allowing a perfect drainage, an occasional heavy irriga-
tion, by leaching accumulationsof salt from the soil, permitted
an almost normal growth. In the field this perfect drainage can-
not be obtained, but a heavy irrigation, now and then, is capable
of reducing the salt content of the soil to such an extent that the
cane is checked in less measure than where the salt is allowed to
accumulate in larger quantities.
This is fully shown by the following figures:
."
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would expect the percentage of gain in yield to be somewhat
proportional to that in Plat No.8; this would allow the produc-
tion of 4,964 lbs. of sugar. The difference between the yield of
Plat NO.9, 7,830 lbs., and 4,964 lbs. would represent approxi-
mately the gain from the leaching effect of the extra irrigation
applied. The difference amounts to 2,864 lbs. of sugar or 68.8
per cent. The investigations of 1902 and those recently com-
pleted in the field justify the following conclusions.
CONCLUSIONS.
Lime is a potent agent in modifying the deleterious effect of
saline irrigation on the growth of cane. On the Experiment Sta-
tion field, application of lime in the forms of ground coral and
gypsum and at the rate of 2 tons of lime per acre resulted in a
gain of sugar amounting to 46 per cent; the irrigation water con-
taining 200 grains of salt per gallon.
Occasional heavy irrigations given to a moderately porous soil
receiving brackish irrigation, is most effective in reducing the
salt content of the soil to a less toxic quantity. A gain of 88.1
per cent. of sugar was obtained in the Experiment Station field by
a s-inch irrigation every 8th watering; at least 77 per cent of this
gain may be attributed to the leaching of salt accumulations from
the soil.
Aug. 8th, 1904.
LECTURES ON THE DISEA.8ES OF THE SUGA.R-CA.NE.
By L. Lewton-Brain, B. A., F.L.S.
(Continued from Page 283.)
ROOT DISEASE OF THE SUGARCANE.
In my pre"dous lectures, I spoke first of the sugar-cane in
health, and then of it as attacked by two of the more imp..0r-
tant stem diseases, the rind disease and the pine-apple diE-ease.
",yith beth of thesp. diseases we found we could deal; the rind
disease has, for the present at least, been kept under by the
mx~ of resistant varieties of cane, the ",Yhite Transparent and
various seedling canes; the pine-apple disease of cuttings has
LEAVES.
IMPORTANCE OF ROOT DISEASE.
SYMPTOMS OF ROOT DISEASE.
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There still remains to be considered the root disease, a
disea:;:,e which has probably caused more damage during the
past few years than all other sugar-cane diseases together.
It appears to attack equally well all varieties of cane at pres-
ent in cultivation and yields to no fungicidal treatment. It
if::- a most interesting disease from the point of view of the
plant pathologist, in that I know of no other in which host
and parasite are so evenly matched, so that a small disturb-
ance in the external conditions may very easily lead to one or
other getting the upper lwnd, and possibly it is this that
makes some planter[, appear unwilling to assist the sugar-
cane in what appears to be a fair fight. But it is precisely
this weakness, if I may put it so, in the parasitic qualities of
the MarasJnius, that makes it such an insidious and dangerom::o
enemy, and, moreover, so difficult a one to deal with.
The fungus attacks ratoons more frequently than it does
plant canes, but it is often to be found on plant canes, al-
though it may be doing comparatively little damage.
The symptoms of the disea:;:,e m'e well marked, and if careful
examination be made of the canes suffering from it, there is
no chance of its being mistaken for any other.
been proved, on an experimental scale, to yield to treatment
with Bordeaux mixture.
,The leaves first show signs of the disease; in:;:,tead of a
dozen or so broad, bright-green leaves we get fewer leaves and
these drying up much earlier than they should do. 'fhe drying
up takes place first at the tip and edges of the leaf and gradu-
ally :;:,preads until the whole leaf is dry and withered. The
younger lean>s. before even they begin to turn yellow, do not
open out as they should do; fhey remain partially rolled up,
in the manner I spoke of in my first lecture. Evidently the
plant is suf.'fering from lack of water, the leaves farthest from
the main axis. and fil'st the parts of them which are farthest
removed, are drying up and dying, while the younger leaves,
which are still receiving a cel'tain amount of water, roll up
to reduce the' water lo:;:·t by the process of transpiration.
These then are the first noticed symptoms of root disease;
but it may be said they might equally well be due to drought.
This is quite trne, but it will be noticed that other plants in
I!
,
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the same field and exposed to exactly the same conditions, do
not show them or E,how them to a less extent.
LEAF-BASES.
If now we examine the bases of such plants we find still
more marked characteristics of the disease. The old dry leaf-
sheaths, which in a healthy plant are thrown off, leaving the
base of the stem clean, remain. attached and require consider',
able power to remove them. On examination, we find that
they are all matted together by a clean-looking, white felt
which iE' the mycelium of the fungus 1lIa,rasmius. The matted
leaf-bases have a characteristic musty smell.
ROOTS.
Pulling off this mass of dead leaf-bases, we notice at once
that the roots, w'hich normally spring fI'om the nodes, burst
through the leaf-bases and then grow down into the soil, are
_---e --'n=oo;';-t"---.::d:.::e:.;-Y:;-'-e:.::lo;:-p,ing pI'operly. Either these roots do not devel0IL--'l.t ----m
all or their gI'owth ceases when they are about one-quarter to
one-half·inch long. 'l'he tips of t,he aborted roots are reddish
or blaclds'h in color. The undeveloped roots are indicated
by brownish spots in the rind of the cane.
EFFECTS ON GROWTH.
The canes attacked 'by the root fungus are usually consid-
erably dwarfed in compariso1'l. with others in the same field;
not only are fewer leaves developed but the stems are much
thilllier and drier and usually shorter than normal canes.
Again, the diseased canes are very easily uprooted: the
slightest pull is sut'Hcient to remove the stool; whereas, as
you know, considerable force is required to uproot a healthy
stool of canes.
Finally, from the base of t,he stool, or from the roots,
arise the fruits of the fungus which C<UIses the root disease.
'rhese are small, white or yellowish toad-stools and one usu-
ally finds them in groups. 'rhey are rarely to be found ex·
cept in wet weather and the best time to look for them is
in the early morning before fhe sun has dried tollem up.
'With all these points characteristic of the disease, there
ought to be no difficulty in recognizing it wherever it occurs.
STRUCTURE OF TOAD-STOOLS OF MARASMIUS.
The toad-stools are the spore-bearing parts of the fungus
and so their structUl'e demands our special attention. Each
one consists of two parts--a slender stalk or stipes, and a
STRUCTURE OF GILLS.
:-IU:\lBEH OF ';PORES PRODUCED.
Now I wish you to notice the immense number of spores
that are }Jrodneed. EYer." gill is covered by closely pal'ked
• I
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cap or pileus. On the under sides of the cap there hang down
a number of gills or lamellae; these lamellae are regularly ar-
ranged radiating out from the centre of the ea,p, near the in-
sertion of the stalk, to the margin; they are ,occasionally
branched. Roth cap and stalk are, of course, composed of
hyphae which are all alike or nearly so, but th(~ hyphae dHh,'r
from those of the other fungi we have examined, in being
far more regularly :1l'ranged. In the stalk, although they
by'anch and interweave, so giving firmness to the mass, the
general course 'Of the hyphae is vertical and they run ap-
proximately parallel to ODe another. Similm'ly in the cap
the hyphae generally run regularly, radiating out from the
point where the stalk is attached to the margin, while ~ome
of them turn down and form the gills. '1'he structure of the
gill also demands OUl' attention as it is upon it that the
spores are fOl'med. To see its structure we cut a section tan-
gential to the cap, in which way, of course, we get a cross
section of the gills.
In the centre of the gill we get hyphae running- more or
less pm'aIlel down from the cap. Those near the edge turn
out at r-ight a,ngles to -PIle general direction and the ends of
these hyphae become the spore-bearing organs of the fungus,
w'hie'h al'e here known as basidin. These basiuia have a
special structure whic'h is constant through anu characteristic.
of the highest group of the fungi, the Basidiomycetes, to which
the mushrooms, toad-stools and puff-ba.lls belong. A basiU-
ium is a club-E1hnped hypha, at its fl'ee end it puts ont a defi-
nitt· nUllllwr of tiny brunelws. the stcri!Jlllat([, at the end of
each of whidl a single spOl'e is formed. T'he number of
pores formed on eaell basidium is thus a definite one. III
.1[([r(/slll illS, as in most e:~ses, it is foul'; sometimes it is two
or eight, but for any Basidiomycetous fungus it is a definite
numbel'. These basidia form a definite la.yer on the outside
of thC' gills, whit'll they eO\'(o'r like a palisade tissue.
".(~ thus see trhat the strueture of the spore-bearing part of
.1[aJ'((SlJIilli, is a highly specialized one. ,\Ye find -t~le gill has
a definite strudure, a ('eniral part, the stroma, then a deli-
nite 8111J1I/lIJICJlcol la/lc)', whel'e Hw hyphae are turning out, and
then a definite 1I/1lJ1cllillJII. (~om}Josed of the basidia; the basidia
again are definite iu size and form and bear a definite number
of spores.
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basidia, eaoh one of which produces four spores. 'We can get
some idea of the number by taking off the cap from its stalk,
and laying it flat upon a piece of black paper and co,vering
it with a bell-jar or anything that will keep off the wind.
'l'he spores, which are white, fall on the paper as they ripen
and give a pl'int of the gills, which can be fixed by gum
arabic. \Vhen you reflect that the mass of white powder is
composed of spores, which are 80 small as only to be distin-
guishable with a microscpe, you will get some idea of the
myriads of spores found on each toad-stool.
SPREAD OF FUNGUS BY SPORES.
Now one of the ways in which the I'Oot fungus spreads
from plant to plant is by means of these spores. Under
natlll'al conditions the spores are shed at the base of the
cane plant and al'e t,hence carried away either by wind or
insects. As each spore is capable, if conditions be fayour-
able, of infeding a cane plant with root diSease, it does not
require much imagination to realize t11at those canes neal' a
gl'OUp of the toad-stools have a yery good chance of becoming
infeded, if only by this means, while there is quite a fair
(~han('e of the light spores being blown by the wind to canes
at a greater distance.
GERMINATION OF ~I'ORES.
The spores form a good stm'ting point fl'om which to begin
the study of the life of t'he fungus. The.r will gel'minate in a
drop of water on a con~r slip and then each puts out a, short
hyvim and no mOl'e. Jf 'we remove this hYVha on the end of
a. sterilized needlp to a sterilized slab of cane in a tube. it
will go on gl'Owing. (~ompal'cd with those of the riml fun-
gus, the h.'"lJhae arp small and yery dosely woyen; moreover,
1'hpil' g'l'owth if': llludl slower. Another Jloint abo,ut these
h.rl1pap, "'hidl is I'lI:u'aC'tel'istic of all Bas'idiolllyech's, is their
possession of damp ('oIllJexions, whidl put the segments of a
hypha in to dospr ('oIllIPxion one with auot'her'.
INFECTION OF SUG,\R CANE BY SPORES.
Now imagiw' ,,-hat happpns when O!l(' nf tht'H(~ 8JiO['Pf': ix (';'1'-
!·i('dll.'" HI<' wind amI gl'1s on a ("aul' Jilant. In all pl'obability it
will fall on OUl" of tjhi~ kaf-s'ht'al"hs aud will lodgl' ROlllewherp
hdwp('u the "hl'alh aud HI<' Stl'lII. I-It·I'(· it has a nice SJleI-
tpl'l'd situa tiou, pll'n to" of 1110istul'l' and a sn ppl.'" of food. 'rhe
("hanl:l's al'e that] tllH' SJiOl'e will gt'l'lllina.tl' and soon g-in~ rise
to a lll.reelilllll, whidl at fin,t gl'OWH iu, and obtains its nour-
ishllH'lIt fl'olll, the dead and dying- tissues of the leaf-slH'alhs.
EFFECT ON PLANT OF FUNGUS ATTACK.
ATTACK OF FUNGUS ON ROOTS.
It passes from one of fuese to another and, by its dense mat-
ted habit of growth, binds them all together in a close, decay-
ing, musty smelling mass, in the manner that is doubtless fa-
miliar to everybody :here. In a similar way, the fungus spreads
to any dead or dying part of the plant above or below ground.
The older roots and other old dead parts of the cane plant in
the soil are all infected and permeated by the mycelium of
Marasm-i1Is.
The fungl~s now holds a position, as it were, surrounding'
the attacked plant, and simply watches its opportunity fol'
doing it damage. When this comes, it is the young growing
root that is attacked and this is entered at its most vulnerable
and most important part and that is the growing point.
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You remember that the growing region of the root is com-
po.sed of a number of very delicate, thin-walled cells, full of
protoplasm and actively dividing. Constant supplies of sugar
and other food materials are continually being sent down froin
the leaves to be used up in the formation of new tissues,
which takes place 'here and only here in the root. You see,
then, that the growing point forms a very nice source of food
for t,he fungus, plenty of food-supply and only very thin, del-
icate cell walls to break through in orderto get it. The growing
point is covered by a cap of dead cells-the root cap, which
serves to protect it from mechanical injury hy the particles
of soil, hut the root cap is no protection against the attacks
of a root fungus like illarasmills. The hyphae penetrate in
and among the dead and dying cells of the cap and draw
nourishment from them, just as they do from the dead tis-
sues outside the plant-the trash, etc.
The fungus does no other damage and attacks no other
part of ilhe plant; it simply enters the tissues of the growing
point and destroys them. This is the cause ,of the dark color
of the root~tips which I mentioned as one of the symptoms
of root disease. But you will see that this is quite enough to
affect seriously the growth and Rourislhment of the cane. It
is at the growing point alone that the formation of fres11
tissues takes place; consequently, when this is destroyed, the
growth of that root is stopped. I explained in my first lecture
how the older roots of the sugar-cane are continually dying
away and that tilese are replaced by new roots which are
continually being developed. Now if these new roots are
constantly destroyed as soon as they start their growth, the
plant must endeavor to replace them again by othf'r roots, and
"
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so continually dra.ws on its food material. Meanwhile, the
plant is continually getting less and less able to supply the
food required. As roots die away and are not replaced by
others, the water a.nd mineral salts from the soil are ab-
sorbed in gradually decreasing quantities, consequently the
leaves are unable to manufacture so much of the sugar and
proteid substances, whicih are required for. use during
growth.
EFFECT ON ABSORPTION AND GIVING OFF OF WATER.
1
The first sign of the disease is due to the cutting off of
a part of the wa.ter supply. At this time the leaves have
not begun to suffer and so are transpiring freely, while the
roots are not taking in the full amount of water. The effect.
011 the plant is the same as that of excessive droug,ht. The·
leaves under these conditions roll up in ordel' to lessen the,
loss of water by transpiration, and with plants infected with.
root disease this condition becomes more or less permanent..
In this way, a balance is struck between the absorption and
the loss of water. nut you will see at once t11at the state of:
these plants is not a healthy one.
EFFECT ON FOOD SUPPLY.
In the first place, if the water current be reduced, so m11l'Jt
be the supply O'f nitrates and other minernl salts from the
soil whieh travel in it. In fhe second place, the same mech-
anism t,hat will protect the stomata from giving out their-
full amount of water vapor into the air must, of necessity"
prevent them from taking in the full amount of gases from
the air-they are, in fact, shut off from free communication
with the outer ail'. 'l'he most important of these gases is:
carbon dioxide, f)'om which the plant obtains its em'bon which
it requires for t,he manufacture of sugar and all organie foods.
So you see, one of the first indil'ect aetiolls of the root
disease is to affeet the activity of the lean's and to prevent
the free formation of sugar and otherOl'ganie matter.
In this way, the food supplies of the plant are attad:C'd
at both ends, at the roots, and the lpavps, aud this at a timer
it must be renH'mbcrcd, when the plant requires more food!
t,lwn usual in ord('r to repl:u'e the roots which arc being
ldllcd off b.y the fungus.
STARVATION OF SUGAR-CANE PLANT.
The fungus has now estahlished itself on its host. The
lath')' gradually hcC'ollles wpaki'r and weakpr, owing to the
process of slow starYa tion I han~ desC'!'ilH:d, You will under-
RESISTANCE OF SUGAR-CANE.
ATTACK OF FUNGUS ON RATOONS.
REPRODUCTION OF FUNGUS BY TOAD-STOOLS.
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The cane does not, of course, always succumb to the attack
of the fungus in the manner I have described, and you can
easily understand how this max be. The fungus will establish
itself, as before, on the old leaf-sheaths and other dead parts
and be ready to attack the roots. But snppose a plant cane
is growing vigo-rously and under favorable conditions, it will
be able to form new I'oots so abundantly and so fast that the
attack of the fungus produces little effect on them. T'he
same thing, of course, may 'happen after the fungus has com-
menced to do damage, if the conditions change and beeome
such as favor root development.
But in both cases the fungus is there; it is not killed off
but exists as a saprophyte on the outside of the plant: it is
simply 'biding its time.' Now, suppose a dry spell sets in; root
development is checked; fewer roots are formed and these
grow more slowly and less vigorously. The fungus will be
able to set in and destroy those that are formed, and that at
a time, you will see, when the. plant is in urgent need of a
complete root system to extract all the available water from
the soil.
A plant cane may and often, I might even say usually, does
recover, in part at least, from the root disease, unless the sea-
son is exceptionally unfavorable. But if this eane is allowed
to ratoon, the conditions al'eat once changed entirely to favor
f,)le fungus. It has a good hold in the dea.d tissues of the old
(~ane stnmp: the wl'athel' is usually very dry, and the soil, not
being cultivated, is tightly packed. Under these conditions,
the growth of the buds at the base of the cane
stand, now, how the external signs of the root disease are
orought about. The stunted habit of the plant i<l due to ina-
bility to form new organs properly owing to lack of nourish·
ment, while the ease with whiCih the plant is uprooted is due
to the non-development of roots, which are the a.nchoring as
well as the absorbing organs of the plant.
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Later on in the yeU!r, usually during the wet season, the
fungus proceeds to reproduce itself. This is done by putting
.out the small toa.d-stools, the structure of which 1 have al-
ready descri'bed, .on which the spores are borne. These toad-
stools usually grow out near the ground, either fI'om old dead
roots or from the trash, etc., at the base of the stem.
. ,'" ...'. :' .
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stump is very slow and the 'conditions both as reo
gards moisture and aeration are entirely unfavorable
to the vigorous and rapid growt,h of roots. Consequently the
fungus is able to attack and destroy the majority of the roots
put out, and when the rains come, the plant is not in a posi-
tion to take advantage of the abundant water snpply. The
ratoon, in fact, never gets a fair start, and in consequence its
growth throughout is weak and slow.
SPREAD Oli' FUNGUS BY l\IYCELIUl\I.
Hitherto we bave considered the fungus as attacking a sin-
gle plant, and there still remain the methods by which it
spreads from one host plant to another, and the manner in
which it remains in a field and tides over from one crop to an·
other.
The spores, of oourse, are on€ means by which the fungu,s
spreads from one plant to another. But these are not pro-
duced all fhe year round and they do not account, entirely, for
the gradual way in which the disease spreads, from an in-
fected plant as a centre ,in ever widening circles.
The fungus travels underground by its mycelium. As 1
have already mentioned, the mycelium is able to live on dead
organic matter and there is always plenty of decaying cane
trash and similar matter in the soil. The mycelium then grows
along. starting from an infected plant, to one piece of trash
after another until it comes near another cane. It proceeds to
infect this in the same manner as if it had been developed
from a spore.
INFECTED FIELDS.
In the same way a field remains infected with the diseaes.
Any old cane stump or piece of traslh is a sufficient source of
nourishment for the mycelium and on these the toad-stools
may be produced. If then any infected stump is brought neal'
a growing cane, the myeelium passes from one to another and
so the story goes on.
REM EDIES.
Now let us see what remedial treatment we can bring to
bear on this disease.
FUNGICIDES.
In fhe first place treatment of the soil with' fungicides has
been proved to do no good, as all of those tried have been
shown to have no effect on the fungus. Even if they had, the
tl'catment conld hardly be earried ont on an estate scale.
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IMPROVED CULTIVATION.
We must, in every possiple way, incre'ase the vigor of the
canes. I have already pointed out that a. cane growing vig-
orosuly i,s not likely to be damaged, seriously, by the root fun-
gUiS. The soil should, therefore, be cultivated as thoroughly
as possible, so as to give the roots the best chance of develop-
ing and at the same time to weaken the fungus.
CULTIVATING RATOONS.
ThE' question of cultiva,ting ratoons has been brought for-
waI'd, but in Barbadoes it ,has been found that the reduction
of the capilliarity of the soil caused by forking, and possibly
also the disturbing of the stumps in the process·, do more harm
than the resulting areation of the soil does good. So' that
in the drier districts of the island th«:> tilling of ratoons is
generally found to do barm, though in the wetter districts
it sometimes does good.
ISOLATION OF DISEASED CANES.
'Yben only a sIllall patch in a field is attaeked and the dis-
ease is noticed in time, this area should be isolated from the
rest of the field to prevent the fuilgUS spreading by its my-
celiuIll underground. This can be done by digging a trench
around the arca, to such a depth that it goes below Vhe level
of the roots of the canes, that is about a foot 01' so. In this
isolated area s'houltl also be included ·one or two rows, all
aI'ound, of appm'ently healthy canes.
USE OF HEALTHY CUTTINGS.
Again the utmost cure should be taken in selecting cuttings
for cane plants. 'l'hese should come from the very healthiest
and strongest canes available. If this be done, not only will
dired infedion of the young plant be avoided, but there is
just tllP possibility that in this way you may obtain canes
whk'h are 11100'e resistant to root disease. '.rhe same care
should be used in sell'ding plants for supplying. I have seen
plants used for this that were badly infested with root dis-
easl', in this way forming a centre from which the fungus could
Slll'('ad to the sl1l'l'o\lIuling healthy plants.
HATOONING.
Then we haye nil' question of mtoons. My own opinion is
that wheneyer a plant or a field it attacked by root disease, it
~ .,. \'~ ••• ,_'.W~~ :~~ _ ,~;••.~,_,'I"~' ;--~':".' 'T'"c,~'-;., ;""....,...~ _-~-~"""':-:,.. :. ":"~-'-'''''~~' .• ::'''''':~ .~., ".f"',~.""'f,""":.":r-:::.., :-;_,, ,..:~ ":'W~-:'.
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should not be allowed to ratoon. Many people, however, will
prefer to take their chance, unless the canes, as plants, have
suffered badly; there is of course the chance that, with vigor-
ous plants and favorable conditions, the ratoons may pull
through, but I think that, wifu the present system {)f culti-
vation, the odds are against them, and a badly attacked rataon
crop giving the fungus a fresh hold on the soil.
DESTRUCTION OF INFECTED MATERIAL.
Then we have the disposal of infected material. In the case'
of human diseases all such matter is destroyed by burning or
deep burial. The same should be done with matter from dis-
eased plants; none of it should be allowed to come in contact
with healthy canes. All cane. stumps infested with the
Mm'asJn-itts mycelium should if possible, be burnt, otherwise
they may be buried, mixpd with lime, but not in a cane field.
Trash from infested fields should not be used in cane fields,
nor should it be made into pen manure which is to be applied
to canes. It may be used on land which is to be planted in
cotton {)r in any ot,her crop which is not liable to, root dis-
ease.
ROTATION OF CROPS.
Again land which has borne a badly attacked crop of canes
should be rested for two or three years. 'With a one crop sys-
tem, such as still obtains to a great extent here, it is difficult to
rest the land for a sufficient time to starve out the fungus.
Cotton, however, offers itself as a remunerative crop and I
look upon it as one of the c'hief advantages of the introduction
of this cultivation, that it {)ffers planters a chance to rest
badly infested fields for a year or even two ;years.
POSSIllILITY OF RESISTANT VARIETIES.
Finally we have the possibility of raising varieties of cane
which are resistant to root disease. This is the means by
which we were freed from the rind disease. So far as I have
seen, however, we 'have still to find a cane ristant to root dis-
case. There is always the possibility of one being found as is
shown by the raising of varieties of cotton resistant to wilt,
which is another soil fungus. Planters themselves can and
must assist in this, by observing whether any varieties, when
planted on an estate scale, are more resistant to root disease
than others, and publishing their results.
RIND DISEASE.
SUMMARY.
In conclusion, I wish tOI point out that none of the metiJlods
I have recommended will kill out the root fungus, they will
only keep it under. It follows then, that £.01' them to be of any
use they must be carried out throughly and systematically and
continually, a:s part of the routine of estate work. The mo-
ment :your efforts slaclwn, the fungus will again begin to take
the upper hand and will soon be as bad as if nothing had been
done.
NEED FOR THOROUGHNESS.
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A green plant obtains its food from two sources, the soH
and the air. From the soil, the plant obtains its water and
the mineral salts dissolved in it; these are passed up to the
leaves. From the air', the plant obtains its carbon; this is
taken in from the carbon dioxide of the air, and . is combined
with water taken in by the roots to form sugar..
A fungus consists of a vegetative part, or "mycelium," and
a reproductive part. 'fhe reprodnctive bodies are called
"spores ;" tfhey are formed in various ways, generally iu im-
mense number's. A fungus possesses no Clhlorophyll; it is,
therefore, like an animal, dependent upon green plants for its
organic food. Fungi that obt.ain this from living plants are
parasites; those that obtain it from dead animal or plant re"
mains are saprophytes; many fungi are capable of existing
either as saprophytes or parasites according to conditions.
The spores of the rind fungus enter the cane at a wound.
They germinate, putting out h;yphae whiCh enter first the thin.
walled cells containing stored sugar. The hyphae afterwards
enter the wood vessels and intercept the water current, so
preventing the leaves from obtaining the water and mineral
salts. which are necessary for the propel' performance of leaf
functions.· The spores of the fungus are formed in immense
number's under the rind of the cane; that is finally broken
through and a mass of spores emerge, all cemented together.
All rotten canes should be destro;yed; boring insects, which
produce wounds, should be got rid of; only perfectly healthy
cuttings should be used for planting; the best cultural met11-
ods should be pursued. At present the rind disease is largely
kept under by the use of resistant varieties of cane. which
have, in Barbados, to a. great extent replaced t11e Bom:boll.
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The pine-apple disease .attacks cuttings and prevents their
propel' development. It is more abundant in a dry than in a
wet planting season. Experiments, on a small scale, seem to
show that dipping the cuttings in. Bordeaux mixture and
then tarring the ends will prevent infection.
ROOT DISEASE.
The root disease is caused by a fungus, M araS1/Li1t8 sacchm"i,
which entfrs into, and destroys, the growing point of the root
tip. The fungus is capable of existing as a saprophyte, and'
the mycelium is found on dead and dying parts of fhe cane:
plant, as well as on decaying vegetable matter in the soil.
'.rhe leaves of attacked plants dry up, first at the tip and'
edges; the dry leaf-sheaths, at the base of the plant, do not fall
off clean, but remain attached to the stem and matted to-
gether; tlhe canes are dwarfed, and are easily uprooted. TIte
fungus produces small, white toad-stools neal' the ground. in
.wet weather; on these are borne the spores of M ara81ni1ll~.
The fungus spreads by the spores, and to a greater extent by
its mycelium which grows underground from one cane to an-
other.
The root fungus is not able to do much damage to a cane
plant wlhich is growing vigorously, under favorable conditions;
it waits for an opportunity when the conditions are unfavor-
able to root development; this usually occurs w'hen the plant
canes are cut back and allowed to ratoon.
V('J'Y careful attention should he paid to cultivation, so that
the soil conditions may be as favorable as possible to root
development; a small diseased area should be isolated by a
trench 12 to 18 inches deep, which should include one or two
rows of apparently healthy canes; tlhe strictest attention
should be given to the selection of "plants" and "tops," these
should never be taken from an infected cane plant ,or even
fI'om an infeeted field; all infected cane stnmps should be
burnt or buried ,,;ith lime; the greatest care should be taken
that no infected trash is ever used on a ca.ne field; canes in-
fected with root disease should not be allowed to ratoon; bad-
ly infested land should be rested, f;)r two or ti!)ree years, from
cane. There is a possibility of raising resistant varieties of
('ane, an slleeial attention is lwing devoted by the Imperial De-
partruent of Agriculture towards this end.
(Concluded.)
:1
Sugar cane is a plant which has been known since Vtry
early times. It is mentioned in the Old Testament as the
"sweet cane of Egypt," in which country it is cultivated at tIle
present time for the manufacture of sugar.
It is a curious fact that although the cane bears a flower in
the shape of a beautiful silky, glossy tuft, two feet or more in
height, which grows at the extremity ofa reed several feet in
length, which reed forms the upper extremity of the cane when
mature, yet the seeds which are formed on this tuft rarely
posses the powers of germinating. The reason for this is that
the sugar cane has been planted since many centuries not
from the seed, but from pieces of the cane itself, which are
placed in furrows in the ground prepared for the purpose, and
which are then covered with the soil. Consequently, by a just
retribution of Nature the gift of germinating, so long left in
disuse, has been lost to it-or very nearly lost.
Of late years agricultural and botanical institutions have
taken great interest in experimenting with the seeds of the
cane, and in some instances have met with some reward for
their labors. Should it prove possible to raise sugar cane to
any reasonable extent from the seeds, the discovery would be
of great importance to the cane industry, as the percentage
of sugar contained could be considerably increaE'ed by the se-
lection of seeds, as it has been done with the sugar beet.
The cane grows in sectionE' like a bamboo stick; these sec-
tions, or divisions, are generally from four to, eight inches
long; they extend the whole length of the cane from the root
to the top, where there grows a mass of long, ribbonlike leaves.
The last few sections of the top are not sweet, like the rest of
the cane; they contain glucose, and are unfit for sugar making.
When the cane is cut down for grinding purposes these tops
are lopped off, and, together with the mass of leaves which is
attached, form an excellent fodder for cattle; in fact, they are
the principal article of food, during crop time, for the cattle
on the plantation.
The division between the sections consists of a harder and
more woody substance than the rest of the cane. A little
ridge, forming a circle or ring around the outside of the cane,
marks the dividing line between eyery two sections. At each
of these divisions there grows a small eye; this eye is what
gives birth to the new plant when the cane is placed under-
ground.
The height attained by the cane varies very considerably.
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It depends upon the richness of the soil, the degree of cultiva·
tion received, the rainfall during the growing season, and the
number of crops already gathered from the same roots. A
period of drouth will leave its imprint unmistakably upon
those sections, or knots, which are being formed at that time;
they will remain short and stunted. An average cane field in
Cuba may stand from about eight to twelve feet high; canes
do grow, however, twenty feet high and over.
A field of sugar cane, especially when the cane is still
young, resembles a corn field, and a traveller in a railroad. car
who sees one for fue first time sometimes takes it for corn.
Later, when t~e cane has grown, and t'he leaves ihave attained
their normal size, the resemblance is much less.
The leaves are three feet or more in length, and two or three
inches wide at the widest part. 'l'hey grow at each division or
knot in the cane, but principa.Ily at tlhe top of the cane, where
there is a large mass or bunch of leaves.
As the cane develops the leaves which grew out at the joints
or 'divisions of the cane dry up and fall, and the ground be-
comes completely covered with a thick mass of dried leaves.
There are many kinds of cane known in the world, but those
most commonly seen in Cuba are what is called "Cristalina"
cane, purple cane and the purple striped, The former is the
best and by far the most generally planted. 'l'he two other
kinds mentioned are of a harder and more woody nature.
Cristalina cane is of a light yellow-green color. -
In the favored climate of Cuba cane may be planted in al-
most all the months of the year, but the principal planting
seasons are spring and fall. The fir,st extends from March to
June; the second from September to January. After January
the plantings are termed "ventureas," which means that they
are planted on a ventUl'e, their success or failure depending
upon" whether rain falls or not within a reasonable time aftel'
the planting.
Plowing is all done with oxen or bulls; usually two yoke of
oxen are used, sometimes as many as three, to each plow. The
plows are of the best American make. Occasionally, however,
one ,sees the old-fashioned Cuban plow used by some of the
small farmers. It consists of a sharp, pointed stick, wlhich is
drawn through the gl'ound by oxen, making a shallow furrow,
with a 'single upright piece, or handle, to guide it. The point
of the stick is sometimes encased with iron.
P'anting and cultivating is generally carded OD. in much
the same wa.v to-day 'as it was many genel'ationE' ago, but the
most enlightened planters, forming part of the Agrari,an
League of Cuba, with an eminent authority on cane, planting
and cultivating, Dr. Francisco Zayas, at its head, are con-
ducting a campaign of enlightenment, and the Cuban Govern-
ment is ,at this time establishing agricultural institutions in
the island; and the reE1ults from these efforts cannot fail to
bring more advanced methods into practice.
iThe ground is prepared by plowing in one direction and
~hen across; sometimes it is given a third plowing. The field
IS then 'harrowed, and a light plow traces the furrows in which
the cane is to be planted. These furrows are from three to 'Six
feet apm't. Tlhe cane which is to be used as seed is cut intOi
lengths ofab-out twelve inches. These are laid in the bed of
the furrow, lengthwise with it, sometimes end 10 end some-
times leaving 'a space of about twelve inches betwee'n each
two sticks of cane. Sometimeg. two sticks of cane are laid in
t.he furrow, .parallel to e~ch other and a few inches apart. A
lIght plow IS run alongsIde the furrow and tlJ.J.e eart'h turned
oyer so as. ~o Cooyer the cane. If the ground is damp and in
good condItIOn the cane may be expected to show itself above
ground in about three weeks' time. vVeeds also soon make
their appearance, and the work of destroyinO' them g.hould
not be delay.ed. This is done by hoes and by I~nning a culti-
vator or a lIght plow between the lines of cane.
Both oxen and mules are used in the cultivation. The
operation of weeding must be repeated as often as necessary,
never less than three times, until the cane leavegl have grown
so that they completely overspread the ground and prevent
the sun from penetrating to the soil. ·When this degree ,of
dev.elopment has been obtained the weeds no longer make
theIr appearance. The cane takes from twelve to fifteen
months to mature. After it has been cut down new canes
rome up from the same root:;-. and the field has to be weeded
and cultivated as it was for the first ('rop. This new CI'OP can
be cut after twelve months' time and the ,operation repeated.
Th~ number .of crops which can be cut from one planting
vanes ~ccordJl1g to the quality of the soil, from three crops
on medmm lands to six 'and eight, or even more, on the best
lands.
·Where forest:;-l are cut down in order to plant cane the svs-
tem of planting and cultivating is necessarily different. be-
('aus~ the stumps which remain in the ground, even after
burnmg. makp; the use of the plow impossible. Planting has
to. be .done WIth hoes. or else b:v means of a sharp pointed
~ltICk. 1ll the hand of a man who walks in a straight line across
!he field. and who t'llI'usts the stick in a g.lanting direction
~nto the ground. making a hole into which a piece of cane is
lIlserted. and the earth is pressed tight around it. "'Teeding
must, ,of course, also be done with hoes. These lands from
which the virgin forel'",ts have been cut are the ones which
pro~uce..the heavi?st crops. 'although the cane is not usually
as rIch 1Il saccharme as 1Il the older lands. A vield of from
:33 to 45 tons (2.240 pounds each) of cane per acr~ may be had
from such lands, sometimes even more, whereas the
O
average
yield in the iE.land probably does not exceed sixteen or
eighteen tons per acre. In the earlier days ,of oane planting
in Cuba, when transportation facilities were lacking, the fin-
est mahogany and cedar trees were burned where they fell, in
order to prepare fue land for planting cane.
Cane is the favorite crop in most parts of Cuba, and almost
everyone living in the cane districts knows how to raise it,
or thinks he doeE'. From the owners of immense landed es-
tates and central fact,ories down to the humblest farmer who
cannot write his own name, all plant cane and talk cane.
In the country districts the doctor 'and the blacksmith, the
lawyer, the mason and the shopkeeper, each one has an inter-
est in some piece of land planted with cane to be sold to the
neighboring central factory. The owner of the "central" has
immem:oe fields of cane of his own, and generally aims to plant
in time all the cane required for his mills. But his plant~
which represents an investment in machinery, lands, build-
ings, railroad lines and equipment of anywhere from $300,000
to $1,000.000, and which turns out, according to its size, from
50 to 250 tons of sugar per day, requires a daily :;mpply of
from 500 to 2,000 tons of cane during the crop season, which
lasts 'about five months, and the planting and cultivation ·of"
this amount of cane is no small matter. Consequently he
allots portions of hiEI land, sIllall 01' large, to tenants, accord-
ing to their ability to cultivate it. These tenants, or "colo-
nos," as they are termed, usually put up a small cottage ,on
the land, live there 'Und plant the cane, which they deliver to
the mill during the grinding season. The price paid them for
the cane is usually based upon the value of sugar at the time
the cane is delivered. The "colona" uEolwlly gets the market
value of from 41-2 to (j 1-2 pound;; of sugar for every 100
pounds of cane delivered, the amount depending upon the
competition for cane which exists in the district between the
different centrals, upon the nature of the soil, anu upon the
amount of financial assist,ance he requires from the central.
For the owner of the central is a. banker as well as an agri-
culturist and a manufacturer. Besides the "colonos" who
have settled on his own lands, he makes contracts with a.
large number of outside "colonos" who posse:,:,s lands of thei:
own, or who lease l'Unds from third parties, which they plant
in cane. A central factory may very likely have contracts with
one or two or three hundred different "colonos." Some of these
cultivate only small patches of cane, while others have farms
consiE.ting of thousands of acres. As a rule all require finan-
ci-al assistance. This they get from the owner of the central
factory, and the latter must see to it that his advances are
paid back by the cane during the crop season. That season
lasts in mog.t parts of the island from December to May.
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the island; and the reE1ults from these efforts cannot fail to
bring more advanced methods into practice.
iThe ground is prepared by plowing in one direction and
~hen across; sometimes it is given a third plowing. The field
IS then 'harrowed, and a light plow traces the furrows in which
the cane is to be planted. These furrows are from three to 'Six
feet apm't. Tlhe cane which is to be used as seed is cut intOi
lengths ofab-out twelve inches. These are laid in the bed of
the furrow, lengthwise with it, sometimes end 10 end some-
times leaving 'a space of about twelve inches betwee'n each
two sticks of cane. Sometimeg. two sticks of cane are laid in
t.he furrow, .parallel to e~ch other and a few inches apart. A
lIght plow IS run alongsIde the furrow and tlJ.J.e eart'h turned
oyer so as. ~o Cooyer the cane. If the ground is damp and in
good condItIOn the cane may be expected to show itself above
ground in about three weeks' time. vVeeds also soon make
their appearance, and the work of destroyinO' them g.hould
not be delay.ed. This is done by hoes and by I~nning a culti-
vator or a lIght plow between the lines of cane.
Both oxen and mules are used in the cultivation. The
operation of weeding must be repeated as often as necessary,
never less than three times, until the cane leavegl have grown
so that they completely overspread the ground and prevent
the sun from penetrating to the soil. ·When this degree ,of
dev.elopment has been obtained the weeds no longer make
theIr appearance. The cane takes from twelve to fifteen
months to mature. After it has been cut down new canes
rome up from the same root:;-. and the field has to be weeded
and cultivated as it was for the first ('rop. This new CI'OP can
be cut after twelve months' time and the ,operation repeated.
Th~ number .of crops which can be cut from one planting
vanes ~ccordJl1g to the quality of the soil, from three crops
on medmm lands to six 'and eight, or even more, on the best
lands.
·Where forest:;-l are cut down in order to plant cane the svs-
tem of planting and cultivating is necessarily different. be-
('aus~ the stumps which remain in the ground, even after
burnmg. makp; the use of the plow impossible. Planting has
to. be .done WIth hoes. or else b:v means of a sharp pointed
~ltICk. 1ll the hand of a man who walks in a straight line across
!he field. and who t'llI'usts the stick in a g.lanting direction
~nto the ground. making a hole into which a piece of cane is
lIlserted. and the earth is pressed tight around it. "'Teeding
must, ,of course, also be done with hoes. These lands from
which the virgin forel'",ts have been cut are the ones which
pro~uce..the heavi?st crops. 'although the cane is not usually
as rIch 1Il saccharme as 1Il the older lands. A vield of from
:33 to 45 tons (2.240 pounds each) of cane per acr~ may be had
from such lands, sometimes even more, whereas the
O
average
yield in the iE.land probably does not exceed sixteen or
eighteen tons per acre. In the earlier days ,of oane planting
in Cuba, when transportation facilities were lacking, the fin-
est mahogany and cedar trees were burned where they fell, in
order to prepare fue land for planting cane.
Cane is the favorite crop in most parts of Cuba, and almost
everyone living in the cane districts knows how to raise it,
or thinks he doeE'. From the owners of immense landed es-
tates and central fact,ories down to the humblest farmer who
cannot write his own name, all plant cane and talk cane.
In the country districts the doctor 'and the blacksmith, the
lawyer, the mason and the shopkeeper, each one has an inter-
est in some piece of land planted with cane to be sold to the
neighboring central factory. The owner of the "central" has
immem:oe fields of cane of his own, and generally aims to plant
in time all the cane required for his mills. But his plant~
which represents an investment in machinery, lands, build-
ings, railroad lines and equipment of anywhere from $300,000
to $1,000.000, and which turns out, according to its size, from
50 to 250 tons of sugar per day, requires a daily :;mpply of
from 500 to 2,000 tons of cane during the crop season, which
lasts 'about five months, and the planting and cultivation ·of"
this amount of cane is no small matter. Consequently he
allots portions of hiEI land, sIllall 01' large, to tenants, accord-
ing to their ability to cultivate it. These tenants, or "colo-
nos," as they are termed, usually put up a small cottage ,on
the land, live there 'Und plant the cane, which they deliver to
the mill during the grinding season. The price paid them for
the cane is usually based upon the value of sugar at the time
the cane is delivered. The "colona" uEolwlly gets the market
value of from 41-2 to (j 1-2 pound;; of sugar for every 100
pounds of cane delivered, the amount depending upon the
competition for cane which exists in the district between the
different centrals, upon the nature of the soil, anu upon the
amount of financial assist,ance he requires from the central.
For the owner of the central is a. banker as well as an agri-
culturist and a manufacturer. Besides the "colonos" who
have settled on his own lands, he makes contracts with a.
large number of outside "colonos" who posse:,:,s lands of thei:
own, or who lease l'Unds from third parties, which they plant
in cane. A central factory may very likely have contracts with
one or two or three hundred different "colonos." Some of these
cultivate only small patches of cane, while others have farms
consiE.ting of thousands of acres. As a rule all require finan-
ci-al assistance. This they get from the owner of the central
factory, and the latter must see to it that his advances are
paid back by the cane during the crop season. That season
lasts in mog.t parts of the island from December to May.
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half a mile away. The burnt cane is cut, at once and g~ounil;
if ground within a few days after burlllng, and no ram 11:1S
f'allen meantime, it serve~' for making sugar, though ne \'er as
g·ood as that from fresh cane. Rain faIIi~g on burn~ ca~e
turns it sour and renders it worthless. Settmg fire to a man s
cane field is also a favorite way of avenging an injl!r~'.in
Cuba, and central factories who have. had differences WIth
their colonos have sometimeE' had nothmg but burnt ('vnf' 10
grind for weeks 'at a time, A lighted candle is som(·tiUl(~;;
placed in the interior of a eane field, and before the caudle
burns down to the straw and starts the fire, the rascal who
pJoaced it there has ridden far away from the scene. 'Yhen a
fire starts in the cane all hand~· turn out to fight It, and
sometimes several hundred people gather for the PI!l'J)(ii'e,
the most successful way of stopping it being to set a countei'
tire.
The carts used in Cuba are heavy and cumbersome; the
body iE' rudely constructed ·of heavy timber, fastened ~o tJ.le
axle without any springs. There are two w,hee~s about .SIX
feet in di,ameter, with heavy iron tires about five mches WIde.
The calt has upright stakes, s~ as to hold the load of ca~w.
Two oxen 01' bulls are yoked by the horns to the pole wJneh
is made of heavv timber, Usually one or two more yoke of
oxen arc att:lch~d to eaeh cart, ahead of the wheelers, The
front yoke pulls by means of a rope, twenty-five. or fi ft~' fl'd
ahead of the next yoke, so that when a bad spot IS met m HIe
road the first yoke is far head of it before the other';; r(~aeh
it. 'fhe oxen 'are all yoked by the horns, the Cubans. ~on­
tendinO' that therein lies the animal's f:.trength. The driver
carries'" a long goad with a sharp iron point, whieh he us~s
men'ilesslv, '''hen an ox dies whieh has seen seniee and IllS
hide is re;noved and (ll'ied. the part over the hindquarters i~l
seen to be perforated by ('ountless holes made b~- the goad.
In some eases when the gentle remonstI'anee of the goad
passes unheeded the drh'er will take t~lC I~l'\ver part of ~he
animal's tail between his teeth and gwc It a hearty bIte.
'l'hiE' argument generally proves infallible.
Those fm'llwrs or "('olonos" who are neal' I'nough to the
('entral to do so ('m't their ('aneta the mill. On arriving at
the fadon' the ('art loaded with ('ane is weighed, together
with thl' ihst pail' of oxen, Oll a Fairbanks platform seale,
the tare of the (',ut and ·oven lwin/-{ takl'n aftenval'd, The
(',ut then ila('ks up to thl' ('anI' ('arTieI'. whil'll is an endless
]Jlatfol'lll. 01' ('Oll\'p~'or, pr:obably two hundred fed 100~g, p;u.-,g-
ill/-{ on'r' (hums and mOVlll/-{ eonstantly toward t,lw .111111. ~he
drin'r disl'lwl'/-{es his load on to the eonve,ror, whwh ('arrJes
it :lIon/-{ and dr'ops it, b~' llH'anS ·of a ehute, into the mill.
Manv of the "eolonos," howf'ver, arc situated ll1ueh beyond
carting dist:\lH'p from the ('pntl'al; some of them HJ'e fifty
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The cane has been growing during the hot rainy season,
and the cool drying winds of winter have come and brought
about the changes needed in the sap to produce the sugar.
At break of day the cane cutters-negro men and women
white men, mulattoes and Chinamen, each one carrying ~
sharp "machete" with which to cut down the cane-startout
for the fields. Having arrived at the field which is to be' cut,
they take up their pm)itions along the outside edge of the
standing cane, leaving sufficient space between them and
their next neighbor to allow of the free wielding of the
machet~, 'a .br,oad, sharp blade about eighteen inches long,
and qUIte dIfferent from the machete which pl,ayed a promi-
nent part in the late revolutionary war. The cane extends
far above their heads. They seize a cane with the left hand,
one blow of the machete severs it, as close to the earth as
possible; the cane i~) given 'u. turn which brings the upper ex-
tremity near the cutter, a second blow lops ott the head of
the cane with its heavy top of leaves. The back of the ma-
chete is then run rapidly along the length of the cane in
order to free it from the dried leaves remaining at the joints
or knots; one, two, or more quick blows, according to the
length of the cane, divide it up into lengths of 'about three
or four feet, and these pieces are slung into a pile, the las-t
cut being given while the cane is in the air on its wav to the
pile. The whole operation takes infinitely less time to carrv
out than it does to describe. The heav}- two-wheeled carts
drawn by oxen drive into the cane fields, and the cane is
handed in armfuls to the driver, who stand~1 at the rear end
of the cart and stows it away evenly. The carts generally
carry a load of from one to one and a half tons.
Fires are of frequent occurrence in the cane fields during
the crop season, and the reason of this is easily understood,
The ground, a~· we have seen just now is covered with a mat
several inches thick of dried cane leaves fallen from the cane
and resembling a bed of straw. During the daytime, when
the tI'opical sun i.s pouring its mys down on these fields, it
suffices that a CIgarette stump or a match be careles~.lv
thrown away to start a blaze, 'and many of the cane cuttet'~
are smoking while standing ankle deep in this straw, ,)1' a
passerby on an adjoining road may start the fire by similar
carelesf:.ness. Many fires are purposely set; it is much less
I-abor to cut the cane when a fire has swept over the field,
burning up all the leaves, and leaving only the cane standinO'
like so many sticks. The fire also destroys the nettles wbich
in some cane fields make it very painful to cut the cane.
Consequently the man who hm· the contract for cutting the
cane,or one of his men, will sometimes set fire to the field
on the sly, in order to facilitate the work. Wben once a fir'('
is started there is no knowing where it will stop-perhaps
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half a mile away. The burnt cane is cut, at once and g~ounil;
if ground within a few days after burlllng, and no ram 11:1S
f'allen meantime, it serve~' for making sugar, though ne \'er as
g·ood as that from fresh cane. Rain faIIi~g on burn~ ca~e
turns it sour and renders it worthless. Settmg fire to a man s
cane field is also a favorite way of avenging an injl!r~'.in
Cuba, and central factories who have. had differences WIth
their colonos have sometimeE' had nothmg but burnt ('vnf' 10
grind for weeks 'at a time, A lighted candle is som(·tiUl(~;;
placed in the interior of a eane field, and before the caudle
burns down to the straw and starts the fire, the rascal who
pJoaced it there has ridden far away from the scene. 'Yhen a
fire starts in the cane all hand~· turn out to fight It, and
sometimes several hundred people gather for the PI!l'J)(ii'e,
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tire.
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feet in di,ameter, with heavy iron tires about five mches WIde.
The calt has upright stakes, s~ as to hold the load of ca~w.
Two oxen 01' bulls are yoked by the horns to the pole wJneh
is made of heavv timber, Usually one or two more yoke of
oxen arc att:lch~d to eaeh cart, ahead of the wheelers, The
front yoke pulls by means of a rope, twenty-five. or fi ft~' fl'd
ahead of the next yoke, so that when a bad spot IS met m HIe
road the first yoke is far head of it before the other';; r(~aeh
it. 'fhe oxen 'are all yoked by the horns, the Cubans. ~on­
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men'ilesslv, '''hen an ox dies whieh has seen seniee and IllS
hide is re;noved and (ll'ied. the part over the hindquarters i~l
seen to be perforated by ('ountless holes made b~- the goad.
In some eases when the gentle remonstI'anee of the goad
passes unheeded the drh'er will take t~lC I~l'\ver part of ~he
animal's tail between his teeth and gwc It a hearty bIte.
'l'hiE' argument generally proves infallible.
Those fm'llwrs or "('olonos" who are neal' I'nough to the
('entral to do so ('m't their ('aneta the mill. On arriving at
the fadon' the ('art loaded with ('ane is weighed, together
with thl' ihst pail' of oxen, Oll a Fairbanks platform seale,
the tare of the (',ut and ·oven lwin/-{ takl'n aftenval'd, The
(',ut then ila('ks up to thl' ('anI' ('arTieI'. whil'll is an endless
]Jlatfol'lll. 01' ('Oll\'p~'or, pr:obably two hundred fed 100~g, p;u.-,g-
ill/-{ on'r' (hums and mOVlll/-{ eonstantly toward t,lw .111111. ~he
drin'r disl'lwl'/-{es his load on to the eonve,ror, whwh ('arrJes
it :lIon/-{ and dr'ops it, b~' llH'anS ·of a ehute, into the mill.
Manv of the "eolonos," howf'ver, arc situated ll1ueh beyond
carting dist:\lH'p from the ('pntl'al; some of them HJ'e fifty
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Fires are of frequent occurrence in the cane fields during
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and resembling a bed of straw. During the daytime, when
the tI'opical sun i.s pouring its mys down on these fields, it
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passerby on an adjoining road may start the fire by similar
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I-abor to cut the cane when a fire has swept over the field,
burning up all the leaves, and leaving only the cane standinO'
like so many sticks. The fire also destroys the nettles wbich
in some cane fields make it very painful to cut the cane.
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miles or more away. In fact, as a rule the greater part of
the cane is too far away to be carted to the mill, and has to
come by railroad, either by private lines built by the central,
which has sometimes standard gauge and sometimes narrow
gauge, or else over the lines of the public railroad near which
the central is situated,
The central has therefore a regular railroad organization of
its own to look after, comprising many miles of track and
pm)sibly from three to six or more locomotives and fifty or
a hundred cars for hauling cane. A cane train consists gen-
erally of a locomotive and twenty to thirty cars, each car
\ :ll'i',\'!ng about 25,000 pounds of cane. These trains usually
l,'flve the f'actory at daybreak with empty cars, which are
distributed to the different "colonos" along the line, and are
brought back loaded in the afternoon or evening. The "col-
ono," of course, brings his cane in the cartE' already describp.j
from his fields to the place where the empty car stands.
There are appliances by which the entire load of cane i-.;
lifted from the' cart b.y means of ropes previously placed in
ihe bottom of the cart, and is transferred to the railroad car,
the lifting being done sometimes by a fmall engine, some-
times by oxen. 'Vhere these appliances do not pxist, thE:
transfeI'l'ing of the cane is done by hand.
Let us now take a hasty glance at the facto"V, 01' sugar
house, and see what becomes of the cane.
"re have seen the "colono" who bI'ingfl his cane in cal'h:l
discharging it in the cane carder or conveyor; the railroad
cars loaded with cane are also brought up alongside of this
cane conveyor and their contents are transferred to it. .In
many places this work is done by hand, and one often sees
two cars being unloaded at the same time, six 01' seven men
being actively engaged in each car throwing armfuls of ca.ne
on to the conveyor in order to give the mill the required feed,
Mechanical meanEl of unloading the cane cars are, however,
gradually taking the place of hand labor. There are differ-
ent ways of doing this; sometimes by means of a crane and
chains, which lift the cane out of the cars; sometimes by tilt-
ing the car and empting its contents on to a platform, from
which it is mechanically transfeI'l'ed to the conveyor.
The mills are verJ' powerful and are composed of three iron
rollfl from five to seven feet long and from twenty-four to
thirty-six inches in diameter. The cane receives two pres-
SllI'('S while passing between these three ,'oIls. There are
never less than two, and sometimes three, M these mills in a
factory, and Nw cane passes through them all so as to extract
as much of the juiee as possible. '['here is frequentlv a cane
crm-,her through which the cane passes before ente'ring the
mills. The crusher resemblC's a mill, but the surface of the
rolls is corruga1"C'd, so as to cut and partl." erllsh the cane.
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This operation facilitates the work of the mills and the ex-
traction of the juice.
The juice coming from the mills is run into circular veE,sels
or tanks, called defecators, usually having a double bottom
into which steam is admitted. Lime is added in order to
neutralize the acidity 'of the juice and to cause the impurities
contained to rise, as they do, in thick scum to the top. The
clear juice which is underneath is then run off. The scums
are pumped through filter presses, and yield a considerable
amount of good juice.
The cane juice after leaving the defecators is evaporated in
a triple effect apparatus in which a partial vacuum exists.
It there becomes a syrup. The triple effect apparatus is com-
pOE'2d of three separate bodies so construoted that the vapol'>i
rising from the boiling juice in one of the bodies causes the
next one to boil, and this one in tUl'll performs the same
service for the third body of the triple effect, thereby effect-
ing a gl'eat saving in fuel. The syrup which comes from the
triple effect is then cooked in a vacuum pan-or strike pan,
as it is called-until the cryE·tals of sugar have been formed.
'fhe contents of the pan, or masse-cuite, then go to the centri-
fugals, which revolve at the rate of 1,200 or 1,400 times a
minute, and which separate the molasses from the sugar.
In many places the masse-cuite coming from the E.trike pan,
instead of going at once to the centrifugals, is run into small
iron sugar wagons and is left there two or three days before
being put through the centrifugals. A slow crystallization
goes on until the maE.se-cuite is entirely cold, and an in-
creased yield of sugar is thus obtained.
The latest manner of treating the masse-cuite, however, is
to empty the contents of the strike pan into large iron recep-
tacles, in which a revolving shaft, with blades attached,
keeps the maE's in motion for a certain number of hours be-
fme it goes to the centrifugals. This process is based npon
the fact that while sugar crystals are in motion their volume
increases toa greater extent and more rapidly than when at
1 <'l::1t.
The sugar which on entering the centrifugalEI was black
has in five or six minutes become of a light yellow color and is
ready for the market. It is put up in jute bags containing
usually about H20 to :325 pounds.
The molasses which has been separated from the sugar by
the centrifugale is cooked over and an inferior grade of sugar
made from it. In some factories, however, only one grade of
I;ug:ar is made, and as much of the molasses as possible is in-
trouuced into the manufacture of that grade.
Meantime the woody part of the cane which has gone
throngh the mills, and which is called "bag-aE-se," drops on a
conv<',)'or, 01' "bagasse earrier," and is convc."ed and dropped
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automatically into specially constructed furnaces, where it
burns and supplies all the fuel needed for the factory, with
the exception, possibly, of a small quantity of wood which
may be required to light the fires. Thi~· holds gooa only as
long as the mills are kept going, for the moment they stop,
the supply of fuel going into the furnaces naturally stops
also. Consequently the manager of a sugar house sees to it
that he always ha~1 a sufficient supply of cane on hand to keep
his mills going without any stoppage.
'Vork in the sugar house goes on day and night during the
crop season with two gangs of men, who usually work six
hours on and six hours off.
The central factOl'ie~' are connected by a line of their own
with the railroad which is situated near them, and the l'ail-
road Cal'S come to the doors of the factory and are thcre
loaded with bags of sugar, usually one hundred bags of 320
or 325 pounds, each going in a car. Freights are very high,
and it generally costs a good deal more to send a bag of
sugar thirty or forty miles by railroad to a E.eaport than it
does to take the same bag from that seaport to New York,
which is 1,450 miles away.
Some plantations are situated so near the coast that they do
not require to pay tribute to the railroads, which iS,of course,
a great advantage.
The sugar made in Cuba i~1 all taw sugar, and is sold to re-
finers in the United States, with the exception of a sma.]l
amount consumed ill the island.
The principal shipping POltS are Cienfuegos, Cardenas, Ma-
tanzas, Havana, Ragua, Caibarien, Gibara and Puerto Padre,
Manzanillo and Guantanamo. The exports to the United
Htates will pl'obably amount to 1,000,000 tons this year.-
[The Federal RepOl'ter.]
n T8FJCT8 RFJNEFICLLL TO JLLY.
BY JOH::\' ISAAC.
[ContilllH'd from .July ~umbpr, l'ag-(~ 30G.]
Another family belonging to the same order as the lady-
birds is the ground beetles. There are some 1200 species of
these in the United ~Hates, and all are beneficial. They are
not so conspieuous as are the lad.rbirds, as they have t,lle
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habit of 'hiding under clods and stones and very many of them
are nocturnal in their habits, while the greater part of them
are either black 01' brown in color and resemble at a general
glance other members of the coleopterous order. They live
largely upon other insects and vel'y largely upon caterpillars
and the larva of insects wlhic11 attack our plants. Besides
these there are the tiger beetles, and the carrion beetles, and
very many others which are beneficial to us directly and in-
directly.
Probably the next ol'der to which we are most deeply in-
debted is the Hymenoptera. It is this order Which gives us
the bees and the wasps. The Ichneumons belong here and in
this very numerous family we find the most diligent workers
in our interest. Very many of these lay their eggs upon or
in the caterpillar tribes, and out of the many of these crawling
pests of our gardens, few ever- attain pf'rfect growth owing
to the work of their Ichneumon enemies. It is in this group,
too, fhat we find the most effective enemies of the seale bugs,
and in fact it is larg<;>ly due to tJle work of the hymenopter-
ous parasites that wc' are enabled to produce fruit at all.
Most of you remember the prevalance of the San .Jose scale in
our State a couple of decades ago. 'fhis pest had, unobserved,
got a foothold in om btate, and had spread all over it before
we discovered the danger of it. Our deciduOlls trees were
dying under its malign influence and peaches and apples and
othel;-trees subject to its attacks were being dug up and de-
stroyed by thousands, very much as they now are in the
Eastel'n States Where it has appeared, 'Ve werp put to our
wits' end to check it, and in frhis effort very many of the
remedies which We use today ()J'iginated, but all ollr effoJ'ts
were in vain. for while we found ilw saH, sulphur and lime
wash was an excellent check, we wer'(~ not ahl(~ to pl'event
its destructive spread. At this juncture a minutp infer'nal
hymenopterous par'asHe was found to have adapted itsplf to
it, and gradually the San .Jose scale disappeared until today
we do not regard this sf'ale as a ser'ious pest. although it is
still reported in isolnied spdions at intpl'\'als, This parn-
site. tlIP AphelinllH fus(~i]l<,nnis, is one of 01Jl' nativp vaI'i-
('ti('s and is gelH'1':t lIy diHIJ'i1l1l t('d all 0\'<'1' the (~01!ll1r'Y. It is
claimed that it is not HO elT<,dive in 1'l1(' P:\Ht as ill California.
as the spasons irllel'(' ~ll'e shOl'1(,J' and it iH nol :\H m:my-hrooded
thpre as here. Pl'of('ssor .Johnson. of Maryland. who f'pent
some time in California and is aCf)lwinted wit-lr nIP work of
parasites hel'e, made the followin~ statpmpni hefo)'(' fill aJlllunl
meeting of economic entomologists in regard to itf' work in
his State:
"Last fall I discovered a new locality for Aplrelinlls fmwi-
pennis nea.I' Easton, Talbot county, in an infested oJ'l'hard
along the Miles river, the orchard containing a miscellane-
ous ';adety of fruit and all the trees <iuite seriously infested
with San Jose scale. Instructions had been given to the owner
to cut them down and burn them. A quantity of small
branches incrusted with scale were brought to the laboratory
and incIosed in breeding tubes. Much to my surprise these
tubes were swarming with parasites a few days later; from
one tube 1114 specimens of Apihelinus fuscipennis were taken,
while the second tube gave 432, a third 1478 and a fourth
more than 1000, but owing to an accident the count in the
case last mentioned was not exaet. The writer was gl'eatly
elated over this discovery."
The Scutellista ('yanea, which has done such remarkable
work on fhe black scale in the short time it :bas been with us:,
and from which we bope so much in the future, is a member
of this order. '!'his pnrasite, in the sections where it has be-
come established, has Iu'actically annihilated the black sca.le
and from cPIlters w,here first established it has radiated until
it already cover's large areas, and gives us grounds for hope
that the black scale, as a pest, is pmctically a thing of the
pm;t. ,Ve have secured this insect without its secondary par-
m:it(', so there is nothing at present to check its unlimited
slll'cad; but, of ('Olll'SP, ilH'I'e is danger that somp of our na-
tive varieties may adapt its taste to the Scutellista., and it
may not spread so rapidly in th(~ future as it is now doing.
'!'hpsp, ,ho,vever, arp mere surmises, and. from present np-
pearances, the Scutc>l1ista will mnke fOl' itself a record on t'he
blaek scale equal to that of the Vedalia on the cottony cushion
scale.
This ord.er gives us parasites of the softbl'own scale of the
orange, whieh at one tim(' was as grent a pest ns the blac'k
s('nle lately was. It has giycn us an effedin' parasite of the
'yplIow seall', and vel'y many othel's, until j'()(lay in conjunetion
wit,h other hpnefieial imwds HIe damage from the scale fnmily
hus heen I'cdnced to a minimum. The most serious of our
scale pests today arp the red scalp and the purple scale, for
npithpI' of whi('11 'VP h:wp yd Recmed a sai'isfa(~tory para-
sitp.
'rhp Inl'gPI' nllm]H'I's of thiR ol'dpr I!I'P'y upon othpr insC'cts,
and most of yon 11:lye Rppn a y(~lIow jaf'1;:pt capture a horse
fly VPJ'y JIIl1('h Px('C'p(ling H in sizp, f1uiekly cut off itR head,
I'c'mo\"(' Hs wing'S and flyaway with NIP disll1C'll1beJ'C'd hodv.
If yon will 0lwil il)(' IJPRt of 0~C' of onr ('omJllon mud dau])('~s
you will find H pa('kf'fl soli(l wilh f'ithcr small grubs and cat-
('J'pillal's 01' spi(lPrs, whi('h have ])('PI1 car·pfully Rtored to sUll-
111.\' the young lana. whf'n it shall b" hatched out. I have
openf'd a nmuhel' of Ruell and fOllnd them to contain twenty
OJ' more of tIle caterpillarR of our flCRtruetive oak motih, nnd
I hplieve they do much in krrping down thiR PPRt. Altogether
ther(' are more hpJleficial in Reds in this order than in any
of the o1h(>l's, in fact, nearly all are of lwnefit to us in Rome
way or otller, and while sOJ{w of its members may injure our
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grapes and ripe fruit by puncturing the skin and carrying oft'
the juices, still, in view of the immense benefits Which we
receive from the order at large, we might put up with the
inconvenience tllis causes us.
Even the or.der of true bugs, the hemiptera, in which we
find the greater part of our worst pests, including phylloxera,
aphids, sca-Ie bugs, and tIle vaJ.'ious plan-tbugs, is not with-
O.lIt its redeeming members, and here we 'have very many
predaceous insects, which devote their lives to sucking the
juices from the bodies of other insects which do us damage.
One whole family, the Heduviidae, or as it is commonly
known, the assassin bug, is eng'aged in this work. TIley
have been called by the latter uncomplimentary title from
the fact fhat they prey upon other members of their kind.
This is a very Im'ge family, comprising nine sub-families and at
least fifty genera. They are large insects, usually prettily
marked and may all be classed as beneficial, as they live as
a rule upon the blood of other insects. Some of them, how-
ever, attack the higher animals, and even man himself is
sometimes made their victim. TIle kissing bug, whic'h at-
tained a great deal of newspaper notoriety a few years ago,
belonged to fhis family.
In the Diptei'a we find very lllany beneficial species, al-
though it also gives us the mosquito- and the house fly. And
I have seen it stated that where they were not too numerous
to be annoying, the house flies are beneficial, in that they
clear the air of germs which might otherwise breed disease,
that they aJ'e general scavengel's and do more good than
harm. After a flight tlll'ough the air, you will often see a
fly settle down and go moer his legs and wings witll his an-
tennae, carefully removing the partides wlhich have adhered
to them. It is claimed that in his flight he has gathered up
quantities of disease genlis, and in this aet of cleaning him-
self he is devoming them. I cannot vouch for fhis, but I
have ·been in SOBle situations where I sUlOuld have preferred
all risk from germs to the plague of flies. vVere it not for the
work of flies and other insects as scavengers, however, there
is no doubt that we should suffer very much from infectious
diseases, for they are the greatest natural force in the re-
moval of dead and decaying substances, and it is astonishing
how rapidly tlhe carcass of a large animal will be removed
by these insignificant members of the animal world. This
order gives us the big family of syrphus flies, the members
of which resemble variOHS kinds of bees and wasps, and most,
if not a.ll of which are beneficial. 'fhey are all predaceous
and devour aphids in enormous quantities. You have doubt-
less often noticed one of these flies Ihovering almost motion-
less over a flower bed, its body banded with black and yellow-
rings, resembling vcry much pur common yellow jacket. It
will remain thus poised in the air for moments together,
when, with an almost lightning-like motion it will dart upon
its prey, and then again take up its motionless position in the
ail'. The larva of these fiies is a small maggot which is gen-
erally domiciled in a colony of apihids. Its head is a sharp
pointed beak, which more resembles a tail, but in this sharp
point are the sucking parts, and with it the gru'b picks up
aphis after aphis, sucks their juices, and drops the empty
skins. One of these syl'phus larvae will very speedily clean
out a lar~e colony of aphids.
The Tac~hina flies are another very large and beneficial fam-
ily belonging t,o this order. The adults of these lay their
eggs on other insects, very largely upon grasshoppers, and
play an important part in keeping down that pest. During the
visitation of grasshoppers at Livermore last year these tachina
flies were very numerous and whenever a grasshopper was
seen in the air, thel'e, too, would be seen one of its enemies
darting at it and almost instantly leaving the fatal egg
which was to hatch 'out the grug destined to eat its victim
alive. Other families in this order furnish us with friends.
1'he Neuroptera is crowded with our friends. Here we have
the dragon fly, w,ho devotes his life to eating up the pestifer-
ous mosquito, and without whose aid, there is no doubt, that
pest would be much more numerous than it now is. The
lace-winged fly, OIle of the prettiest and most delicate of the
insects, and one of our best friends, is a member of this
order. This is another of the many pr0daceous insects w'hiclh
feed upon aphids. Another member of this family is the
Raphidan, a rather strange looking insect, somewhat resem-
bling a small mantis in general appearance. The me'mbers of
this family are all carnivorous and are found in orchards,
where tlhey live, among other things, upon the larvae and pu-
pae of the codling moth. Unfortunately, they are not suffi-
ciently numerous to keep thp pest in check.
Now, I think if you will consider this matter, you will
see from what little I have said that we owe much to our in-
sect friends, and in spite of a]] the ills we sulIer from them,
they aJ'e as a w,hole really more benefieial than injurious to
us. And, now, another word in regard to parasites. I be-
lieve where these are established that they are infinitely
better. more effective and cheaper than any artificial rem-
dies i'hat we can apply.
Cromwell's advi('e t,o his soldiers was to put their trust in
God, and to keep their powder dl·y. So I would say, put
your trust in parasites, and you will not be deceived, but be
sure you llUve got them and trlwt they are effective before
you stop figbting J'our insect enemies.
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BEET VB. OANE SUGAR.
Required
import.
Tons.
Coun~t·y.
(From United States Consul Hossfeld, Trieste, Austria.)
Those who hoped that among the beneficial effects of the
Brussels convention would be a large decrease in the produc-
tion and a corresponding advance in the price of sugar have
been disappointed.
While the production of beet sugar has decreased about 13
per cent. during the last two yea,rs, or from 6,760,000 metric
tons to 5,900,000 metric tons, that of cane sugar has increased
during the same pel'iod from 4,063,000 metric tons to 4,437,800
metric tons, or about 9i per cent.
On the other hand, the average price of suga,r f. o. b. Ham-
bnrg was, for the quinquennium 1898-190~, $2.21 per 50 kilo-
grams (110.2 pounds); for the year 1903, $2.01; and for the last
month of 1903, $2.05.
It is thus seen that there has been no material decrease in
the total production of sugar since the Brussels convention,
and that prices at the end of 1903 were only 2 per cent. above
the average for the year and more than 7 per cent. below the
average for the last five years.
At present the tendency of prices is again decidedly down-
wrurd and a change for the better need not be looked for as
long as the world's surplus of 2,000,000 tons remains unab-
sorbed.
The following table gives the estimated production and
consumption of sugar in the various countries of Europe for
the current campaign (1903-4):
Produc- Consump- Available
tion. tion. for export.
Tons. Tons. Tons.
Germany 1,940,000 850,000 1,090,000 .
Russia , 1,200,000 850,000 320,000 .
Austria 1,230,000 400,000 830,000 .
France 770,000 580,000 190,000 .
Belgium . . . .. 225,000 85,000 140,000 .
Holland 125,000 90,000 35,000 .
Sweden ."... 100,000 100,000. . . . . . . . . .
Spain 90,000 90.000,. . . . . . . . . .
Italy 125,000 125.000 . . . . . . . . .
England 1,600,000 .. . . . . .. 1,600,000
Other countries .. 72,800 258,800 .. . . . . . . 186,000
:"
Total .... ..... 5,877,800 5,058,800 2,605,000 1,786,000
These figures show that a foreign market must be found for
a "surplus of more than 800,000 tons of Europe's production.
But it becomes more difficult from year to year for Europe
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to dispose of its surplus. ·Within two yem's the world's pro-
duction of cane sugar has increased from 4,OG3,000 tons to
about 4,438,OUO tons. There is every indication that the beet
and the cane will enter upon a 10llg and destructive war for
final supremacy. Gerlllanj', Austria, Italy, Belgium, and Hol-
land are increasing theil' production of beet sugalr during the
present year, Austria's increase alone amounting to 175,UOO
tons. Russia's production remains stationary and France
is the only country where a reduction maJ' be looked for.
The beet-sugar interests are determined not to give up
their foreign markets without a desperate struggle. Nor is it
difficult to account fo,r their attitude. An immense capital
has -been invested in the beet-sugm' industry, which has
thereby been bI'ought to a high degree of development. Hun-
dreds of thousands of laboring people, furthermore, rely upon
this industry, directly or indirectly, for their support. Both
capital and labor, theI'efo'l'e, oppose surrender, and the only
question which at present concerns European sugar interests
is how best to fortify themselves against the enemy's attacks.
A retrospective view within their own field of activity sug-
gests the policy to be pursued. All small twd inetlicient sugar
factories have in the com'se of time been starved out and only
the largcst and at the samc time bcst equipped <ind best con-
ducted plants have survived. ~l'he latter survived because
they were able to manufacture on a large scale and therefore
at a comparatively low cost. 'l'hat the increasing productlolJ
of cane sugar will bring pl'ices to a still lower level than tile
present admits of no doubt, and the manufacturers of beet
sugar realize that they must be prepared to meet the new
and ~ncreasingly critical condition of the market 01' withdraw
from the contest. As experience and observation have made
it clear to them that the cost of production can be lowered
only with an increased output they are determined to work
their respective plants to their utmost capacities and thus
ccmtinue to swell Europe's already formidable surplus of
sugar rather than permit the producers of cane sugar to de-
rive from the Brussels convention any advantage likely to in-
crease their power of resistance.
In other words, overproduction has been chosen by the
European beet-sugur intercsts as the most elIective weapon
of defense in their fight against the rising power of cane
sugar in the markets of the world. 'Yhether this will really
avert 01' only postpone the threatened crisis at home remains
to be seen.
FREDK. W. HOSSl~ELD, Oonsul.
Trieste, Austria, April G, 1904.
The principal exports of Trinidad are sugar (and its by-
products), cocoa, asphalt, cocoanuts, and cocoanut oil.
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1902-3.
47,000
301,000
213,000
39,000
1901-2,
45,000
482,000
178.000
32~000
SUGAR IN TRJNIDilD.
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Exports of cane-sugar products-
Description.
Sugar, tons. . .. .. .. . .
Molasses, gallons.. .. . .
Rum, gallons.. ., .
Bitters; gallons .
Sugar is prepared C'xclusively from the sugar cane in the
large "Centra I" factories in the colony. In these factories cane
sugar is produced. poIari7.ing !l8 to !)!) per cent. of purp. sugar.
Dll1'ing the last eight yC'al's there has been a most striking
change in the relative position of sugar and cocoa. In 18!)5
t,he market JJI1.I·e of sugar had fallen to $40.80 and the sug~lr
industry was in danger of extinction. Pl'i.ees Wl~re then be-
lieved to have l'eal'111'd the lowest mark. but in 1902 thei' fell
below $28, Since then manv of the facturies have closed
down. However, the larger' pla,nts are still operating, one
producing 15,000 tom; per yenr. hut the present }i)'ices of
sugar are so mlwh below the cost of produetion that this in-·
dustry is in a very prl'carious ('ondition.
Large quantitieR of molasses m'e produced in connection
with t,he manufndul'e of sugar. SomC' is used as ca,ttle food
and some converted into rum; but there is usually a surplns,
which is sometimes unsalable at a profit. A suitable outlet
for this surplus stock is very much rl'quired.
Rum is made locally from molassC's, and ::JOO,OOO gallons are
consumC'd annually in ill(' island, or the total exportpdlast
yem' England l'C'('pived 140,000 gallons, Venf'7.uela fi7,OOO_ gal:
Ions, and ill(' rnitl'd States 8,nOO gallons. The well·known
Angoshll'a IMll'J's is made in 'l'('ini<lad fl'om J'um of the finest
qnality pl'odn<'('<l in th0 island. '1'110 othel' ingl'e(lients are a
tra<1C' sr('J'l't. Ihll'inp: the yeaI' (,]Hlpc1 Mm'rh :n. 1!l03, Angos·
tlll'a hiH0]'s was 0xpor1pd as follows: :ro Germany, 13,000
gallons; to Eng-land. 11,000 gallons; and to the United States,
10.000 gallons.
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IflOO·
1901.
Ponnds.
2fl.R1
17.95
2R.16
14.:W
23.6
44.26
1flOl-2.
Ponnos.
RO.07
lR.~4
25.4~
17.44
24.88
46.66
Pounds.
28.Rl
17.8(i
2R.5(i
17.8R
22.:W
30.55
58,512,000
47,600,000
3!l,000,OOO
10!l.000,OOO
6,800,000
5,270,000
BEET-SUGAR STATISTICS.
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Country.
Germany .
Austria .. , .
France .
Russia .. , .
Belgium .
Holland .
The following is a comnarative ~tatement SllOwing how
much sugnr was consumed by each inhabitant of Europe and
the United Rtatl's during tIle last three ;vl'ars:
Number of
inhabitants. Ifl02·R
. in 1!l03.
Met. tons. Met. tons. Met. tons. Met. tons.
Country. 1flO:~-4. 1fl02-R. IflOl-2. l!lOO·l!IOl.
Germany ......... 1.floO.000 1.702.401 2.R04.fl2~ 1.!l84.187
Austria .......... l.17n.000 1.057.ofl2 1.~01.54!l 1.0!l4.04R
France ...... . 0.·· RI0.000 8RR.210 1.12~.5~R 1.11R.RflR
RUi"sia ........... 1.200.000 1.201.Rll 1.0flR.!lRR fll KRRR
Belcium .. , . .... 220.000 22n.(ifl() RR4.flllO RRR.1Hl
Roll:lnfL. .. , . . .. 12ll.000 102.411 20R.172 17R.071
Rweden ... . ..... 100.nOO 72.444 12n.fl4R 114.7B4
'I
•
nenmark . , . ..... J.fl.OOO R7.007 ~15.1 R2 50.7flO
Italv .... . ....... 120.000 !l5.Hll 74.2fl!l
.~0.12n
Roumania ... . ... lROOO 1(i.RRl 20}~4.4 lR714
Rpain .... . ...... 110.000 flfl.1 (i0 n.mo R7.47!l
Other countries ... 10.500 1~.!ll!l 15.R2!l 1(i.l 07
Total ........ 5.!l10.000 5.5n fl4R (i.n2.248 5.!l70.070
AVERAGE CONSU)IPTION.
'Vbe following is a comparative statement showing produc-
tion of beet sugar in European countries during the last four
ye~rs:
(From United States Gonsul Diedrich, Bremen, Germany.)
As the beet-slicing campaign for 1903-4 is about over, all in-
terested in the making and selling of sugar are desirous of
getting the latest information as to the results of this season.
To such the following tables, which are largely based upon
the reports of Mr. Otto Licht, the well-l,mown sugar statistic-
ian, of Magdeburg, may prove of some value.
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The following is a comparative statement showing the
acreage sown to beets, t,he total beet crop, the crop yield pel'
acre, and the amount of sugar per acre, during the past two
years, and also percentage of .sugar in the beets:
Yield per acre.
1902-3. 1903-4·
Met. Met.
tons. tons.
10.66 12.36
9.49 10.26
1I,30 1I,63
6.18 5.52
II.13 10.88
9.12 9·39
8-45 10.51
7·8g 9·95
8.99 8.5
8.03 8·71
8.54 I I,21
6.5 6·33
12.58 10.15
Met. tons.
1.9
1.597
1.444
.859
1.583
Total beet crop.
1902-3. 1903-4·
Met. Met.
tons. tons.
II,270,978 12,700,000
7,130,600 7,775,000
6,266,946 6,441,500
9,161,000 7,712,000
1,441,000 1,546,000
771,900 935,800
505,018 746,800
303,800 386,000
1,000,000 1,050,000
670,479 975,000
130,000 180,000
1,686,308 . 1,850,000
14°,000 100,400
Acres.
1,027,580
757,633
553,998
1,395,801
142,083
99,688
70,997
38,795
123,550
85,250
16,062
292,277
7,413
Amount of sugar Percentage of sugar
per acre. in beets.
1902-3. 1903-4. 1902-3 1903-4,
Per Per
Cent. Cent.
15.64 15.43
14.83 15.56
13.29 12.49
13.77 15.56
15.66 14.56
Area sown to beets.
1902-3. 1903-4·
Acres.
1,056,708
751,OII
551,774
1,482,II6
129,480
78,084
59,798
38,795
1II,I95
83,485
15,355
259,448
7,413
Country.
Met. tons.
Germany 1.668
Austria 1.408
France 1.51
Russia. . . . .. .851
Belgium 1.743
Country.
Germany .
Austria .
France .
Russia .
Belgium .
Holland ..
Sweden .
Denmark .
Italy .
Spain .
Roumania .
United States .
Other countries .
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Sweden and Nor-
way .. , ... ..... 7,450,000 39.57 45.51 39.38
Denmark ..... ... 2,500,000 51.97 53.94 51.45
Italy ..... ...... 33,000,000 7.37 7.19 6.27
Spain ..... ...... 18,650,000 10.91 9.32 9.85
Roumania ... .. , . 6,100,000 6.73 6.27 7.32
Bulgaria .... .. , . 3,780,000 6.11 6.16 5.87
Greece ..... ..... 2,500,000 8.53 8.07 5.5
Servia .. , .. ..... 2,550,000 7.83 6.88 6.86
Turkey, including
Asia ..... ..... 24,600,000 7.96 8.05 8.05
Portugal and Ma- ,
deira 5,600,000 14.41 14.1 14.12
I
.... .... .
Switzerland ...... 3,450,000 62.83 61.05 53.43
Englamd ......... 41,900,000 89.8 97.83 97.94
United States ..... 78,700,000 66.39 70.44 66.63
ACREAGE AND CROP YIELD.
13.25
14.26
12.68
lUI
9.9
10
10.5
10.4(;
Consump-
tion.
Metric tons.
970,000
450,000
600,000
925,000
90,000
1.00,000
1.50,000
60,000
1.1.5,000
95,000
19,000
256,000
1.,870,000
8,270,000
7,33H,1.22
2,570,000
14.38
14.34
12.19
9.52
10.35
12.52
9.9
9.91
Metric tons.
1.,960,000
1.,1.75,000
81.0,000
1.,200,000
220,000
1.25,000
10G,500
49,000
1.20,000
1.1.6,000
1.8,000
1.0,500
Production.
500,000
G,41.0,000
5,9fl5,217
1.254
1.5
1.263
1.012
1.15
1.121
.718
1.0(;2
G,OOO
1.38,724
260,41.1
Stock on
hand Sept.
1, 1893.
Metric tons.
320,880
(;3,959
(;35,322
239,881
104,370
23,175
5,000
2,250
1.9,200
1.8,552
Country.
PRODUCTIO:-\ OF SUGAR CANE.
Total . . . .. 1.,837,724
Last year , 1,578,1;37
Germany .
Austria .
France .
Russia .
Belgium .
Holland .
Sweden amd Norway.
Denmark .
Italy , .
Spain .
~onmania .
Switzerland . .
England .
United States (beet
and cane) .
The following table for the year 1903-4 shows that most
beet-growing countries have sugar to sell, after supplying
their own wants:
The following is a comparative statement shov,ring prodnc-
tion in cane-sugar countries during the past five years. Of
course, the figures for 1.fl03·4 can only be approximate esti-
mates, as the harvesting in some of the cane-produl::ing coun-
tries, accnrding to the latest advices, has just begun and the
r:esults had to be anticipated.
PRODUCTION AND CONSU111"l'ION.
Holland . 1.312
Sweden 1.211
Denmark .955
Italy. .. .85(;
Spain...... .83
Roumania 1.069
United States .753
Other countries .252
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STA'rus AND OUTLOOK.
Total .... " ... , .. ,. 3,535,000 3,202,458 2,907,586 2,681,791 2,203,258
Such is the present statistical status, and such is the out-
look. Both are not yery promising, yet tlleY are 'not so des·
perate as some would have them appear. In fact, there is
hope for better things the cowing season. In conscquence of
the Brussels convention the bounties were abolished, and
naturally the sugar prices ::end more particularly the sugar
production could not yet well adjust themselves to this
change in so short a time. Nor will this process of readjust-
ment be completed in the near future. Of course, nothing eel"
tain is known about the probable area to be cultivated next
season, but this question is now being discussed by the sugar
men generally. The German manufacturers of sugar are satis-
fied that nothing short of 'a. positive reduetion in acreage all
oycr Europe will bring the beet-sugar business back to a pay·
ing basis; hence they will bend all their energies to bring
about this result. However, this has been the usual cry about
this time of year, and yet the statistics at the end of the year
have always shown a. steady increase of acreage. Yet therc
neyer was such an urgent reason for ~l reduction as at this
time. Besides; there will 1)8 a p;reater scarcity of field labor
in Germany than eyer before. In consequencc of the Russo·
Japancse war the police regulations will be more strietly en-
forced along thc border of Russia and Prussia, and it is re-
ported that no passes will be issued to the 300,000 Russian
Poles that usually come into Germany early in the spring,
cultivate the sugar-beet fields all season, and then return to
their Russian homes late in the fall. The authorities of the
Proviu('c of Saxony haY(~ taken steps to get substitutes for
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1900- 1899-
1903-4- 1902-3. 1901-2. 190r. 1900.
Met. tons. Met. tons. Met. tons. Met. tons. Met; tons.
1,150,000 943,500 683,312 512,061 281,42°
125,000 77,737 82,179 55,oSg 32,751
40,000 38,804 44,913 47,942 38,003
35,000 29,786 46,314. 61,074 47,019
35,000 33,I07 31,733 39,550 3°,175
35,000 38,828 40,576 38,529 28,091
IIO,OOO 122,357 II8,193 95,188 78,75 1
150,000 139,000 268,000 228,000 165,000
850,000 784,169 719,814 704.456 697,341
IIO,OOO 114,343 67,331 54,943 66,II6
180,000 147,630 14S,268 174,938 159,102
35,000 40,962 3°,120 42,631 29,377
20,000 14,916 16,243 16,712 19,240
80,000 80,000 95,000 85,000 80,000
IOO,OOO HO,OOO IOO,OOO I05,000 IOo,381
85,000 90,000 96,000 94,880 87,822
395,000 327,319 322,590 325,798 262,669
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Cuba ..
Porto Rico .
Trinidad· .
Barbados .. , , ..
Martinique .
Guadeloupe ., .
Demerara .
Brazil , .
Java , ,.
Philippines , .
Mauritius , ,.
Reunion , .. ··· .
Jamaica , ..
Lesser Antilles ,
Peru , , .
Egypt , .. ,
Hawaiian Islands .. , ., .
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WORLD'S PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF SUGAR.
HENRY "V. DIEDRICH, Gonsttl.
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Bremen, Germany, February 29, 1904.
them from Galicia, but with what result is not yet known.
Russia herself will probably have to reduce her production,
but this will hardly have any 'effect upon the world's sugar
markets one way or the other, as it is generally supposed that
she has quite a supply of old stocks on hand. A substantial
reduction is looked for in France, where the yield has been
poor during the last two, seasons, with poorer beets from
poorer soil, grown in a less scientific malllner.
Altogether, it is expected that the decrease in sowingl'i in
Europe will be moderate, and that the acreage will be about
308,000 a.cres less. On the other hand, there is no douot tha.t
the production of cane sugar will be increased by at least 150,-
000 tons. If nothing unusual happens, the world's consump-
tion will increase about 500,000 tons.
